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·Wilde Resigns ·As D¢an

For Po.sition In Florida

resignation. " l
have enjoyed respected-. People need a person in
By Davi~ LevlJr':'
.working with -Dr. Wildt; and have this position they can ·respect and
trust." · . _ , ..
-·
·" Dr. Edwin F. ' Wilde the Deari of su pportetl . 'the ma.rked im"The . Univer;\ty cif ' Tampa is an
the College · announc.e d on . provements in academic areas which
. December Jrd he was resigning . were developed dµring his tenure'.'' institution similar in many regards
from this position effective· June t
"Dr. Wil~~ _will continue to serve · to ltwG! '~aid .' Wilde, saying that
J980 to become the Provost and as Dean of the College in the interim Tampa -has--: "a strong ..business
Dean of -the Faculty at the . . period. _Plans for a , search will division a ~trong· liberal a~s division
University of Tam.pa in Florida. _·
announced· ·at a later date" said -and aQl:>ut as many students as
. · Tampa University 11 business and RiZzini. ":I kno.w.thatall_9fus·join in
liberal arts school, a once' strongly wishing Ecland his family happiness
and success ih his future · ·enathletic college that is now changing
its emphasis to academics. "That
deavors."
"I'm going to miss a lot about
· interested me " Wilde said " : and
that type of challenge would be one - RWC" -said Wilde. "I've grown to
ofthe_£hallenges I would look for."
know _some j>eople very well-;-- I'm
. '.'I'm S'prry to see him leave'Roger- also going to miss working with the
WilTiams after his many years of admissions ' people. We"~e done so
productive and efficient service to
well lately it's hard to walk away
the institution" President William
from success!"
H: Rizzirii s_aid when leai:ning of the
Wilde also said he was going _to
miss the Open Division. "Tampa
;

i;

_

Quill Photo by

Ric~ .l~eph ·

WHITE FOR HOPE--Program Dlr~tor for WROG, Dave Farace, ties a
white armband on the atni of Allstar Burt, as part . of -the station's
campaign of concern for the Ameri~n hosta~ In Ihm. See story on
-page.3.
·
...,
.

.Student -Senatots~ Give.. Themsefves

1:c~~t ht~::e0~~s b~!t!r!~~

t1f!·
ch.a nging and_in becoming a better

,Low~
Mafksfior
-A_ccomn/ishmen_
ls c· include
a~~~i;:c!~~~~~~~h~en~sa:R~c-.
_
.
.
. .._
1:'
.
having ~'. the academic By BUI Winterprogram delivered by improved
fling for - office that; "My main
succeeded/' she said. "The faculty to improved students" anll
,
A surprising-· n~mber of this . cortcern ' will beJ to make sure the
potential.is there in the Senate, but .the :Honor Society which Wilde said
semester's Student Senators ·admit Senate is responsive to the students' · · it's a constant "struggle.:_ I don't .is a "sign of a quatity institution."_
they have nof been· able. to fulfill - wants and needs," is one of the few
always get anywhere. I. may have set According to Wilde his major
too_high goals."·__ .
fl\lture was dealing with unions.
their campaign promises .and ac~ , who said he has done wht he set out
In
her ~lectioir platfor_m ~ .'-'What I tried. to do. w.as build
complish , all the goals they set for to do.
themselves when they were . elected
"We've made some ·really good
· Letourneau had stated ·a desire, "To 5enSe-· Qf _community," Wilde ·said.
to that organization - ·aud cite s~rides," - Fusco said; "but there-are
make · next y~ar's Senate one that •However "I don't ki:i_ow how to deal
reasons ranging from-"red tape" to . areas where we can _do much betwill . have both enthusiasm and a "'.ith· -unions . to bJii-1.d .a . ~nse of_
0
"lack of unity on the Senate." _
ter. " On the p6sitive side, Fusco .
great interest- in • ~udent . needs." community.
·
. ''
': '
However, while almost half said li$ts, "better :social events that a,re
Letourneau said she has been able
-Wilde sai<;l - he had - some SAYING GOODBYE-- D~an of the
they did not complejely carry better ,:suited tq students' needs, , to do- this, "Just . by my ideas ~ 'definite advice to _gjye to liis Co]lege . Edwin Wiide his an•
through with their .._campaign Senate .- support for a gym on
talking fo kids I khow, and talking successor. "I would i11dicate the · no~ced h_fs ,.l'esignadpn to- take.,.a
with other Senators."
~
importance of acting ii:.i a way to -b e position at ~e University of Tampa. ~
' promises, and most said they were campus, and if . ev.erything- goe_s
unable to actually do everything ' rigl;it, a better Rat . that will have ·
"You can't change the world,!' saidthey had ·planned, the Senators major .~hanges by nex.t. February."
'Letour,neau, "but you can -try to ~ Dleven
generally expressed satis~action wit.h ~t~II to be accomplished_, Fusco said, .
chan~e-_a little bit," _ .~
~
..J.. •
1
what they . _have · achieved · _this 1s 1mprove4 man_a gement of clubs.
Whtie running for office last
_
·
semester. Senate President Steven . Vice ~_esident Monie.a Let~qnieau I SeJllester, . Treasurer_ Stacey Wall
Fusco, who wrote in his· campaign . , was somewhat less satisf'.ied w_i~h her: . promised. t-0-:!reorganize the Public
j
· I U
platform last semester while,)run- . performance_. "! don't know if I've .. Rc;Iati<_ms .Committee and the.Social·
' ·
.
. : , ~ ~omn1i~~.w . to ·. get rrlore people.
By BUI Winter
Robert .McKenna said this works
,
•
· involved. .He .now says he .has been
An all night b
. . .
.
out to an _a pproximate 10 percent .
'::·a~l~,tp ful~II halfof t_ha! P!omise,_. .,. Monday: Decem;~~a~m:ri;::I~~ increase in .salary.
. .
_
.
_
.
.
~ __
.
. _ ··-- . "· - The Social Comm1tt.ee 1s running months of iwgotiating 'bet
th · . : The -c9nfo_
1ct also r:editced the.·
·
.
_ '. .• .
' · ..
_
- much ~etter.," Wall said. "Almost RWC - admil)istrati<:m andw:~~rica~ . stafrs .wo~k ~eek ~rom 3~'1> t~ JS '
r ·-: ~i~"au. ~~en;s. are. well ~t~el)«!:d ,a,~~- well
union and . resulted· in -~~finalize( h_ours. increased the~r ~ac.at_1Qn_!1~1e.
.
· . _ .. : _. c~~-.:
. . . : ;; .· ' i:pJo!ed:. "¥all ~aid ;~~ere,~ a~ __now , contraJj both -parties _sa - the are -~and decr-e~sed,, t~e. lengt.h of ~1.m~
·
·
'
. eight, people ~on Social· Committee satisfied with.' ·
· y
Y
needed to be ·.ehg1ble tor ·tuttton
- ,
· wflerethere. used to be. only one - a
The contract, ~hicfi has still to be - remissipn --from two ~ears to six
. By Janina Ryba
.
McKen~a ._said'. .the sc~oolchang~ he h~lp,;:d _t~ br~ng about. . ;_ approved b · the colle e:s Board .. f. '!lonths. .- •
· .·
De~oite -a,potential l95s of 530,000,
As .Aor the• -:Pubh.c : Relations<·· T ·.
•· y : .
·g
.
. .Q
-Both parties attribute the length of
the RWC administration has made · suffer theh:iss which ~-e estlJJ!Bte~ at
between S2,5,000 and: 530,000i since . Committee;. Wa-11 ~aid.that,:is the Job · ~~~~:~st,o. real!~ for. the c~erical- time spe~t in negotiation :to·the fact
a tentative agreement tc>'·lease the·
it will · be p· a)'.ing
.. +pres1'd ent· ....,,..., · a position· of 5500 . De
ece1ve· an· increase
· the ·first contract
· · between
· ·
·
. ~ to keep··students at' . · of ._..th e: vtce.
. m·pay
. · that this-is
Br.ist!>l Motor Lodge for another the lodge,
_mst~ad .of movin~ jhenf \' which-Clie-Jfad:.ru'n ·for taSt:semester:-.,. .. ·1 1": ol.n ·: cem 0 er 14.' retr~~ct1ve_ the 't~o. -- •
three ' semesters. . 1· ·• . . · ontotheemptybeds.oncamp ·· . ·. <.. .. 1. d.d·, ,· - ..c • .,, ._ .. .... : .,
._
t0 - uy ,_a§ .weHas .an add1t1onal .
- - ·
,, .
· ·
. -.
I . U!· - . .
. '. I n t . Win, so I d1dn t . do '- $900 on February 1, 1980, agd s9oo ' "Theo_first c?.ntract IS -always ~~e .;:The agreement, which has yet to be
€ontlnued·on Page 5
' on February 1, 1981. Vice-president ~o~Ld!f~!-'.ult, ~cKenna said. It
approved . by the college's Board
?'
!'ts not unusual fm: 1t to have taken so
of Trustees,: was initiated due to
--~-----...--------:......,.;...----------- long.'' President of the staff union,
stude..nt pressure to stay at the lodge,
~
Donna ~et.Jeinore;agreed. and said.
and a projected housing shortag!;!
1
negotiations
next year.
£I
_
- resume: for the second contract. we
When 'stucfents at the lodge found
·don"t have an 11 'inonth session to
. they would not be· able to live fliere
Jook forward to." ·
By Kim'berly Newton
next semester because the college's
Despite the occasionally ' bitter
lease expired; a petition was cirLast Friday, all student mailboxes.contai,··ed a s!ip of
nature of the negotiations, which
- cu_lated, · ask.in~he administration
paper wh.ich inconspicuously lied beneath bills and
resulted. in __several stri\ce threats by
to allow theni to stay. · Even students
letters. The slip--wh!fb stated that applications for the
the union and f!l_issed bargaining
withm~t transportation generally
reSiderit assistant position were availablein the housing
sessions .·by both parties. the two
b_acked the request.
office--meanCone _thing. At least three, and possibly
sides claim •there is no lingering
were
quitting.
.
·
four
RA's
rooms
are
so.
.
much
nicer
".'.fhe
/
.
.
resentment.
'
- '
than the ones on cam pus. - They
Monday eve11i~g the poss_ible four became positive,
"'fhe relationship (between the
have sunken sinks, double beds, and
when fourth floor RA J<aren· Croake, second floor RA
union and admir}istration) is very
sliding glass doors. Not only ar1: the
Roger Carroll, Bristol Motor Lodge's Joe S-edlack.. and
good." McKenna said. "The
rooms nicer, but everyone seems to- .
·Bill Creed, the RA in unit 10, formally resigned. - .
Administration intends to live by the
get afong;· Tim McKeoh, a ~odge
_ Both Croake and Creed decided they "wanted to be
contract and -1-'- assume the em- ·
resident, sai<J.
students again," and cited "senioritis" as reasons for
ployees will also."
· According to Vice-president
. leaving their positions. :Sedlack will . graduate in
"The contract has --provided a
Robert McKenna, "If the students
'January. and Carroll took a leave 'o f absence for'
unders anding between .the
better
are happy. it is worth the fina_ncial ,
"personal and academic reasons."
College and. The Association (of
sacrifice''. McKenna said the school
-~
. :...
Croake.
who's
held
~her position since _she was a '
1
Ckdcal Workers)." Bellemore said._
is going to this extreme to ple.ase the .
C ak
... ., f ~ .... sophomore; said the job is open· because she "wants to 'K
.:::rhe . contract conc~.r!!_ed itself wit Ii
••
aren
ro
e
was
one
o
1our
·
d
·
h
h
-6
'b'li
students because, "that's the way . JUST, A STUDENT
1
h
I lo this
t- bee
h be norma agam an · wit out t e 1cspons1 1 ty
the needs of the Association. and by
semes er·- ause s e
R.A • s to res1gn t at pos t n
Roger Williams' College is."
a student" again,.
-· _,,
anymore.
•'- tln--.1
p
,
"wanted fo _be "a....t
Continued on Page 5
_,,..
-•. ,
""D
uo;u O.D Ill!_ 1_

a

lo-nths
oif-'T'alr7_,./t
End 1·n.· Sett'l'ed 'Con-t·rnet·.

EJj ·

.· .

A
Y.l

Colleg.e Plans -·T·o·.' . . E-xte•n·d'...· .
BML· Lease -Desp.·1te· . Lo'.ss·,:
':iH .

---Job A

.~Rnyone.
A·-:, Qu'l•_("." · f..0
'. -.. _.b-:
· -S .
e_.;.-.£·;.t_ Ua
. entS

~

-~

j
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.
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speculat~that -when
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Library To Extend Hours

I

By Richard Gluck
and Michael McCord

surveyed said they IiHd the Fine
bridge l,ights are on is. great." One
Arts Division best : These comments
freshman said. "The location is
were summed up by one soph<Yniore
pehect. right between Provide_uce
.Th~ Library has announced a new extended sctredule of its hours of
What do rnu like best about Roger and Newport. there is a lot to do.··
creativ_e writing ~ major,....who ~aid,
service.
Williams Coll~ge'!
"They have good plays. readings
One senior. r1iarine biology major
~eginning with Monday. Novembe~ 26th, both floors of the Library
.According to a recent Quill Survey . Si)id . • "If it wasn't -by the water I
and art -.shows.'' One tWeater arts
i.nll be open for use until 12 midnight. On Sundays the library will '
2.5 percent of the 81 students su;-. · woitldn't be here."
major said. "You can learn more ,
open an hour earlier · - at 2:30 p.m. These fhours have become
1·eyccl (Q perce1it of the residential
_The' next majority was 11 perce.nt
here, because hands-on experience
nece~sary because 'of the increasing use of the library for study and
student body) said the best quality who spoke of the atmosphere of the
is a mus-t - not just something you
reference by the students. The staff are encouraged by the fact that
of the_school is its size . 6xplained college. Their com"ments ranged
have to do."
many students are taking full advantage of the facilities availabl~to
one marinl' biology major. "You get
from "The p'eople are nice. '." to "It's
Another seven percent said the best
_them and by th.e interest and initia.tive of individual students which
thing abour the college is the social
- to know people. better," Another
brought about the new hours.
student sard. 'Tm used to it. I come
, events . One student enthusiastically
The ne\\: schedule will be :'
from a small town and this is like a
. said, "Th~ student senate social ·
_ M?nday-Thursday 8 a.n;_.-12 midnight
comrnunit.1·. It made the transition
committee does a great job.'' One
Friday- 8 ~.m.-5 p.m.
from Iwml' to school easier." 1
junior said. "It gives me a chance to
Saturday- I p.m.-5 p.m.
Om· theater major said. ''J don't
·grow other than in classes." ·
Su-nday - 2:30 p_.m.-midnight
fcl'I lost... When. one junior was
There were many n1iscellaneous
askcd. -hi' rl'sponse "~s. "E\·er been
comments. one by a student senator.
in the senice? They treat you like a
"I ''love the athletic facility on
·number . !Jere you afe an incampus"." One senior psychology
The Financial .A id Form (F AF), the necessary application for
di,·idual. " One resident of the first
major said he likes "coed dorms
fi.nancial aid consideration during the 1980-'81 academic year, is
ll 11or said. 'T\-e rrnne is like a familv
with no ' restrictions·. It's more
available for RWC students at the financial aid office in ·the . adnn l he tirs.t tlom> One senior said·.
realistic and restrictions don't do.
ministration building.
" I 1\easier In communicate with the
any good ."
' According to Financial Aid Director David Bodwell, students who
professors." And another added;
· One Almeida resident said she
wish to obtain maximum benefits from aid sources should. complete
"The srn.all s111ck11t-tcacher ratio in
liked "the rugs at Almeida. The
the form al)d '1!lail it to the address ljsted on the front page of the
upper-l·lass,nitrrses is great."
a . nH1dern
school.'·'
Other
colors match wonderfully." One
J\~ d\T pelTl'nl of tl10sc surYc\·cd
statements included. -.. Everybody's
freshman business major said...--that , · application before February 15.
If completed on time, and if students-list the code number for RWC
said ''hat the_1· like best is ·the
friendly. they're all willing to Help."
what he liked best was "partying,.:_·
as 3729 in item 44, they will be considered for aid fimds administered
locati!in of the s\:ho<il. The responses
One creative writing major said.
He added. "It's the only thing that
by the college. · StuCients may apply for the Basic Educational
of llHlSl ''"as '11mmed up " ·hen one
'
'
"E\'ery0J.le js cqncerned about . goes on h'cre." Opportunity Grant Program (BEOG) if they check box I in' item 43.
freshmen said. "I get to look at the
school" and one freshinen said he
Surprisingly enough . . only one
This will be processed at no extra cost.
,
nit:l' blue water ... Other ,·aria! ions
student. a junior law major said
"lilvcs the party at111osphere"
For residents of R.I.. Mass, .or N.J .. the-forms are availabl~ at the
inclucll•d . ." The 1·iew of the bridge
because
he.
likes
"getting
wasted."
what
he
liked
was_
"Nothing.
I'm
.
'
\
financial aid otlice. Residents of other states must obtain a form from
from dnrm t\1 o at night when the
leaving.' '
Fil'e "percent of those students
a high school. college or university from 'his particular state . .
Bodwell urged aU students to pick-up copies before they leave for
Christmas vacation.
'

WhatDo You

Financial Aid Available

Like.. Most
About RWC?

..

,Seven' Free Non-Credit -courses
-Slated To Begin Spring Semester ·.

Sc\'(:n non-credit courses, offered
Housing Director Peter Sherman
Some of Sherman's possible
for interest and relaxation arc slated initiated the Free C' concept as "an
suggestions are "frisbee, board
to begin spring semester if the
alternative type of- program~ where
games. horseback riding, diying,
,support the college commun'ty has · people· will-offer activities for otners · fishing. au.t o .repair, jogging, music
\hmrn. lasts. Tlie courses. which are ~something out ofinterest. not out
lesson~. cooking skills; or "whatever
pa·n oi' the Free College Program. of requirement.
'
someone feels competent to pass on
will be offered at no cost during
Although members of the college
to others." afternoons ~ind evenings.
ha\'e shown ". support for the
Sherll}an got .the idea forthe "Free
~
Through the program. some of the program. Sherman wishes there . C" from Penn State . University,
members of the college community were more. "There has not been as
where he said a similar program
will teach a subject. spot1. skill or much interest as I would have liked
offers 200 courses, with "amazing
acti1·it\' of their choice. Their to have seen,". Sherman said.
turnouts."
"stud~nts" ~dll be any other
"We'r~ still trying to get people t~
"There seemed to be a need here at
me!nbcrs of the college who are commit thefi1selves. beca~se the
R-w_c for this type of alternative
· interested · in learning about that
more. tliat do. the better the
learning process," Sherman said.
•
subject.
- p~ograni~·ill be."
C<;urses that have ~hown enough
Any member of the community ,supp'ort. and that will ·be offered are whether_ student, faculty member,
trampoline lessons. taught · by - .ad1i1inistrator. staff membe; of
Admissions Counselor Barbara
maintenance worker ·is welcome to
Nalctte :·' out.doorsma~·ship.
by · teach t~e subject he'knows ·best.
,l~ri~t ( 1l Phocriix- Associate Editoi· • · It 'coulq be an added learning
· J}e\1·0If Fnlton·: · a perlorn1i1ig arts · e·xperience without the pressure of .
wries and bridge. lw instructor Dr.
academia." · Sherman said. "and it
, By Dawn Schauer
~. Miclrad S"·anson: disco lessons bv
would ,be nice to· see faculty and
\ludcnt Denn1s Perrault. kaya~
administrators offering something
There seems to be tw·o definable
lessons by Dean ofthc college Edwin
they are proficient at so people can
types of instructors at R~C. There ~
Wilde and women's exercises by
get to .· know them outside of the
are those who put students to sleep
Mar\' Deal1.
· . classroom oroftice."
in classes, and th~ who make every
last dime spent on a course, worth
it.
In the near future students will
be able to deal successfully with
boring instructors by _boycotting,,
' By next ·year. the Student Senate ·
. hould have completed .a pamphlet'
which will , list specific courses
faught by · v'arlous instructors. How
effective a teacher is, and howd ifticult or boring a class is. will be
outlined.
Next semest_er th e Student Senate
will conduct' a poll and receive
opinions from the student body on
different instructors and courses.
The . Student Senate has been
"' working w,ith the Faculty Senate on
the project for abou t a month, and
report a favorable reaction from
teachers.
'
The goal of the study is to provide
students a choice of instructors for a particular course. instead of.the '.'hit
or miss" situation which now
· occur~ . The pamphlet wilf tell
students if a lot of howework is
expected from a teacher if extra
points are given for class participation. and h ~· many tests will
be given · 'during a semester. This
should decrease the amount of
dropped or switched classes;
saving energy for teachers, students
and administration .

Christmas Bazaar.Ends
.The! nternational_C lub's Christmas Bazaar ends today at 3 p.m. Held
in the student _union lobby, the hzaar ~ill feature gifts fr~m around
, the world.

Christmas Fire ,Regulations
Shortly after the tragic fire at Providence' College \"hich resulted in
the death often students, the R.l. fire marshall set up strict guidelines
for decorating dormitories during the holiday season. The ruler, are
strictly enforced during · the holiday season by both the state and
RWC.
The guidelines include all christmas trees and wreaths must be
artificial; decorations must be c_onfined to the lou!lge areas; no lights
or paper can be attached_to any room doors, exit doors or stairway
. bannisters. .. \ Decorations must not be placed· near exit .c!Pors; all
decorative lighting equipmenf must- be ap~roved.

-

New Student Senate Painphlet
"1

.

'

May Eliminate ~Boring · Teachers

/

The type of poll and the questions
· asked, have not been decided as of
yet. According to Student Senate
President Steven Fusco, "Students
who get good grades in their
c-ourses, rate the courses and their
professors very hi&_hly. Fatr grades
produce fair reactions to teachers;
and students who do badly in . a
com;s7 blame the course rather than
anyt!vng else. W ~ are trying to
produce an unbiased study and '
prevent the / situation above from

· happening "said Fusco.
.
All RWC students may not be,
asked for their opinion. The Student
Senate is lean'ing towards am et hod
that . was used successfully at
Harvard.A few students are asked to
wfite about all their courses in a
short paragraph. This procedure
. seems to get · the most unbi-a sed
results.
Steve
Fusco
emphasizes, "This is in no way, shape,
or form, a teacher evafaation the
concern is.with the courses:"

Attention 8[ .Students

-

Free Health Care
Anyone atte_nding R.W.C,. is
e'ligible to come-to -He.alth Service
You do not have to purchase ·
,

H·ealth lnsurance--Stop in _and
become· fa;11iliar
~ith

our facility

Ruth Purdy, R.N.
Lois Schuyler, R.N.
· Kathy Fl:1nagan, R .N.

'

I~

uecymoer .1..7, •.,, 1.,,

(,.)UlLL

rage_,

Handjcapped Awareness Day
Taught RWC Hard Lesson
By Da,vn Schauer
and Vera Eisinger
t:r u;tratio n was e,·iclent cturing last

In LH 128 the film. "A Different One thing that Clfaissing pointed
Approach" was sho\n1. Comedy was oul was that the media never .shows
used in order to get at the prob lem · hancticap ped people in television
Wcdncsda~"s
H ~tndicapped
handicapped peopJe have to face . shows orco1rni1 ercials. "Sure .. there
A11·arcncss DaY. as 111e111bers of the
One scene in the mov ie showed how ma y be a mov ie or a special sh-owing
ad111i ni stra tion
and
st udents
a handicapped person could fun.- someone handicapped but that only
111ancuH'rcd
the111selves around
ction · and contribute to the real takes ·care of the -problep1 for the
ea 111pus in 11·hcelchairs. The day was
business wo rld as a working time being. People feel bad for a
me111ber of society.
short time and then they don't think
set aside for st ucl en.ts and faculty to
bcco111c a11·are of the problems faced
The last scene in the movie , which about it until the next special apby the handicapped: and consisted _ showC"d an 'Apoll o astronaut landin g pear.s. Telethons are gooq because
z"
of films . skits . talks. ro le playing.
on rhe moon , on a crutch. min us a of the money they bring in , but the
0
displays, and a dinner each
leg, had a capti on reading. "One Qne-thing ha ndica pped people don't
z
UJ
·-; UJ
~ dc..,ig1;cd to give-a spe~ial 111essage.
giant leap for mankino ."
want is · pity. Telethons show too
:>
"'
A ''hl'l:lchatr tour began the day.
· In the Bayroom. the Children's much pity."
. ::;
'E \-c rrn ne h;id trouble at th e onset as
Theatre worksh op prese nted th e sk it
"I · thought the · day was a
£
0
thn ·karncd to turn the wheel~hairs
"WHY ME ?" showing the problem s tremendous success," said President
_g
a mi tried to stop them . The ex~
faced by . a girl with multiple Rizzini after it was aLI over. "It
0.
ecptilln
was
SophoQrnre
Eric
schlerosis and her firs t dJ.ly meeting made a large percent of the college
.... . ..::·
.
·:
::·
Go..,wlin11. a handicapped. st udent
her roonimate a,t college. Students ' population aware of the problems of
"~n~..., .. ,~c- PROTEST--Several RWC students held an anti-Ayatollah
\\Cl\ \'\.:rsed in '' heclchair stra tegy.
fro111 ' th e Theater Department the handicapped."
·
demonstration outside the Student Center last month.
\\' IW head eel up tlie tout·s .
played th e vari'oµs roles. · ·
Ken Osborn e. a 111 e111 ber of the
In the cafeteria during lunch . the
(;;" c·rnpr's
Co mmitt ee
on
Peer Counselors provided splints,
E111pl on11e11 t for th e Handicapped.
blindfolds, and wheelchairs in order
r
bcga11the10Ui-. sta tin g."' Wc are not
to simulate the handicapped ex .
'
hcre I<' po int o ut th e prohlems .that
perience . One woman in a blindfold
ex ist. that' s alread y been d one;'
said , · ···1t was"sca ry and very hard.
hi1 pe to make st~1dents aware 01
I'm glad there was someone to guide
t hl.•-;e barriers ll\· seeing th em from a
me. I don't think that I could ever
- By BUI }Vln.!!lr
Director Rich Joseph , who saidt hey freed," he said~
d iffcrc11t ' ant age point."
have made it on ·my own ."
_
got the idea from Gary DeGr-ade, a
"It's a very good idea," agreed
Th L"..c· b;uTicrs l\t.:re made clear a t, _RWC is l]pping to become a center
As the situation in Iran drags into disk jockey on WPRO, a Providence WROG General - Manager Rich
the f"1r\t cl om the\' cam e to. A person· for handicapped educatiOn in
its 39th day, the situation at RWC radio station.
Hecklemann,o "because it · shows
' in ;1 '' ltec lchair can11ot go through. . Rhode Island. . With this.~n
remains relatively unchanged Joseph thinks the c·a mpaign has unity . in Rhode Island. It shows
the dn1;r' hims.e lf at RWC. because " mind, a lecture was given on being a
with little discemable tension and been a success, "Because of the fact Americans are concerned."
,...
;,r th e: - design of the buildings . · f'ersonal Care Attendant for the no incidents between the American that we've said what we wanted The WROG armband campaign
Ramp .., leading to dol2rways arc so
handicapped . PCA gives _medical
students and their Iranian coun- without offending anyone.", Jc;>seph received extensive local and national
\tcc·p that sn111 co nc 111ust stan.d
care . and generally helps· a hanterparts.
also urged all · ~tudents to keep media coverage which both Joseph
hehind the wh eelchair to prevent it
di.c apped person adjust to scx;iety. ' Despite 'the current 'Juli, a com- \\:'earing their ~rmbands. "It's still and Hecklemann applaud a_~ good
_Some of the students· at the meeting
f'wm t.ippi ng.
~ttt.!e, whose members include going on until the hostages a re for the c9Hege.
O nc·L' i11\ick the buildings. the . were involved in role-playing, acting
Dean of Students ·Karen Haskell, pww-ww _ _ _ _ w _ _ _ _ www-.---w---.;
tn,11hk, _multiph . A person in a out situations that were likely to
Director of the English as a Second
I
11 h c·c·k h~1i r cann (it ' reach the occurhetweenaclientanda PCA.
Language (E.S.L.) ·Center John
.
tckpltPllc'\. up\lair.., n 1nms are off
Other scenes involved reacting 'to
Christina, and Counselor .Alfred 1
-'
lim 1:' 1111k-,, sn111co 11e i'> ,,·illing to the depression . of a newly han· _
,.ear n lti111 up. a11d the' bathro ~1ms dicapped perso_n. coping with
;1 1T ;t\m11,t impos\ible tll ge t i11to .
suicidal feeli.ngs. and motivating a
mtght anse on campus.
l.k ;111 n f' Stud ent'> Kare n Haskell handicapped person to do as much
In a memo to President William
ha.I ;1 prnhk m c11 tcr in g't he ,,·omen's as th ey can by ·themselves.
Rizzini,
Haskell outlined the steps
ba tfm1t1 111 ;11 the l' lass rnom building .
In LH 129, a lecture was given by,
the committee would . take if the
Once in wk ,iJL· c111 tl d n'1 get herse lL Alice Chaissing, who has multiple
situation in Iran worsens. These
(Hit :1l'a in .
schlerosis'. "There are more than
~ in~lude!l sending o~! a newsle~ter • .
~
. 11
•• - ·
• - · - · --j ·
ftaskell ad<.kcl. "1 kept looking at physi ~a f ba·rri'ers 'to overeome 'when ·
around the campus. ~orkmg
,~
1
1m kL·t. I did11 ' 1 fccl :hev \\'Crc 111i1ic you a re handicapped," she said. . through dorm government and
.
beca11 v · th e.' · ''Tren't useful to 1i1 c. I "There are also psychological
1
R.A.stokeeppeople"ratiqnaland - 1 .... " •
'' ;1, 1tT111L· 11doush· relieve(!_ 111 walk barriers. Knowing that you are
non-_reactionary:" and notify~ng the
f
" f_ : 1~ai 11 ..,
,
.
handicap ped is something you...have
1raman students to remam off
1301.111"'"•. " 11 the to ur \):l're ,·arwus
to accept: other .people ·and their
displ a·. ' 011 t ~ il'ph 11 11e\ for the reactions arc even harder to t1ace. If
that will be sent
CHARGE
·ha11d iL·;1ppcd . rehab ilit at io n · for they saw more handicapped .people,
around reads in part: "The Irani_anl
CHECK
~
111;.1":. I tT 1 n n1 _r
pa t.1cn f'.\.
and a they would feel n1ore comfortable
·students at Roger Williams College
,,·ork 'h"i' t.. r the me ii ta \h· reta rd eel.
around 'us." .
--...
came here to escape the tension and

...

_Iranian Situation Remains Calm·But .Committee -Is .· Watchful
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hostilities in ~ra.n and in m~ny ways
they are s1m1lar to our own
forefa.thel'S whoescapec;ltoAmerica from bad situations in Italy, Ireland, 1
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I memo to Rizzini also -stated: "At -__
I present, botb the American and- I
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"'we felt it would be a goodl
peaceful wa.y for students to s·how
concern." said WROG /News

tl~eir

1

I

I

members ha ncl_ed out white ar mbands a nd urged students to wear
th e m- as a show o f unity a nd support.

I-

c

1

FOR TOYOTA OWNER'S ONLY _

in
to
dcmonstrat10n, the campus rad10
station. WROG . started their own

~he

I
1
1
1.
I
I
I

A complete set of
Nlppondenso .
Spark Plugs with
your next tune-up. _

I
I

resp~rnse

II

FREE

._

I ~·an.ian students are going about
WITH COMPLETE TUNE-UP
their daily business w~ th no ap- 1
parent tension."
.
,
, There have beeri no incidents on
campus since approximately a
dozen students demonstrated in
front of th e Sttr'dent Union on 1Br1ng c o u p o n a n d college 1
Nove~1ber 14. The students :::arried
signs that read "Long Live the
d
"f
d
s.hah. _" -· but dispersed with no in- 1 a n
r e m e m. e~,
you nee

c~:;ttls;

I
I

yOU must ca 11 e·I 11 .for an

England and Germany.
"What makes America special is
the fact that we look at and evaluate
. the individual and do not blame him
, or her for what theiri:ountry may or
may not be doing."
The~ letter concluded:
-"In the
present
difficult ,
emotioqal
situation ,we hope that we all can
continue 'the tradition of Roger
Williams College for .concern and
respect for each individual student .
and our shared mutual welfare."
The committee doe~ not appear t.o
forsee a need for the· newsletter in

/
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Fall Gift -to all Roger Williams
I
d
Col ege Students an . Sta . At ·NO
We Will
Hoses
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_,
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,
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EDITORIAL

. Just Around The Corner For WROG

~

'

Trying Is Important

L_

-

~ROG now faces what could be
called a . turning - point in the
station's history. At the end of this
semester we have completed our
first year of complete programming.
We now have reached a plateau of
sorts. With the purcfiase of a new
transmitter for the old dorms and
the moving of a transmitter to Nike,
we -have extended the limits of
broadcasting on this campus. The
rtew equipment is due to be installed
next week.
- We have spent almost all the
money allocated to us by the Senate
and have very little left for·
operations ne,xt semester. Last
year's Senate tlidn't hold WROG in
high regard, and co~sequently we
got only $5,000 of the original
:.-- $10,000 we requested.
This year's Senate had a surplus
-from last year's budget and WROG
would like to see some of that given
to the station. Our long term plans
.include eventually changing from .
AM to FM educational broadcast.
This is _going to take almost two
years to accom_plish.

When politicians run for office, they ·have - a·
tendency to m_a ke some outrageoµs promises . .
Common themes are lower ta~·es, more ' servic~s.
better
leadership , . honesty, devotion. and a
partridge in a pear tree, if they think that's what
the voters want.
At the end of last, and the beginning of this
semester, the.. students running for the Student
Senate made the usual number of promises.
· Had they been able to accomplish all their pl_ans,
we ~would now be attending th~ world's . first
utopian college. Obviously, such i~ not the ca~e.
However. it is not necessarily bad that the
. Senators have been unable to do all th~ wond~rful things they hap planned to. What is ·more ·
important is whether or not they gave it their b~st
shot, ·and whether · or not they plan fo keep · on
trying. So far, it seems the ~en a tors h_ave been, and
are.
It is no crime to fall short .of one·'s goals-- the
important thing is not to let this be a
discouragement,. but an incentive;
·4 -

,

.

......~

"

The legal proceedings involved in penditure that was one half of our
getting a Iicen~e from the F.C.C. are original budget for this year.
long and tedious. WROG needs . If the ~ollege plans toseUAlmedia
$3000 to complete ' the first part of Courts in the future, equipment
the long journey towards F.M. The could be easily moved to any
eventual cost of the conversion could building he college occupied or
range as much as $10,000 to $30,000 constructed. Additional money
depending on_how the F.C.C. rules.
would _link students· with the
mainstream of events at RWC, and
. provide them with up-to-t-he-minutevital information on what is happenfog on campus.

Commentary
by Richard
Heckelinann .

WROG also needs $1,000 for
operational expenses, such as
maintenance, records and small
expenditures for- _statio~ improvements. We at WROG . are a
dedicated lot and have sunk a lot of
time and effort into the station in
the past, and will continue to do so in the future.

. Iii the mean time we ha e two
,years whe.re our growth is limited to
expanding A.M. Many upperclassmen at Almeida asked us why;
If the Senate can provide the
we couldn't broadcast over there?
My answer is we coul<l very easily., station the money to buy the tools
We have calculated costs of setting we need, we can provide you, the
up Almeida Courts at · ap- ·student body, a great radio station
proximately $2,500. WROG cannot now and an even greater station in
at this time · afford such a ex- the future.

--Letters to the Edlto....
r -1

,-

A Peaceful Protest

During the past several weeks, WROG has been
conducting il' campaign to get .-students' to wear
white armbands as a show of support for the
\ Americans held hostage in Iran.
·
·- Although t~ is movement will ·obviously have no .
real effect on the _outcome of' this complicated
international situatfon, it 'was refreshing to see for
. sLveraj rea<:nn<:
·
First. anytime someone takes~ an active stand on
an is ue that effects all of us, it shows an encouraging- amount of concern--a concern that is
important if a community is to remain whole.
Second, in a situation such as this one, where
potential fo·r violence is· ever present, a campaign
that stiesses,peace is. most welcome. It cannot bldt
out the. reality of incidents of violence at other
colleges, but can show that not everyone will be
caught up in 'the web of hatred.
.
Finally, a movement that stresses . unity-especially in our increasingly /fragmented society-must be- met with a sincere thanks. This is especially true since this unity is not basefd on
mutual hate, but _a ' shared sense of caring.

~1979/80
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Frosh'Parking Is Just Fine
Dear Editor

thinking nothing of popping behind
This letter is in response to· the the wheel to head down to Newport
commentary which appeared in the for a few more drinks.
For some it takes an accident to
November 15 edition ' of the Quill
regarding the problem of freshman prove just how "dangerous drinking
parking
_
'
and driving are but surely it takes
First I must agree with Cynthia maturity to realize when one is· too
Schnell that the walk from the north intoxicated to drive. This maturfty I
campus parking area is a long one feel is.lacking in many of the freshindeed; especially a(ter dark. But I man not only here at RWC but at
/
also feel it would be a wrong move if . every college.
we transformed the commuter
Parking-has al~ays been a problem
parking area into a freshm;m lot.
here at RWC, at least as far back as
I can ·remember. Believe it or not
Do you realize that RWC is one of there are solutions to this problem.
the few coljeges around today that With the money gathered from
allow freshman to retain cars on parking stickers the school could:
campus? Although many will
1. Transform all the ' parallel
disagree with me on this point I feei _ parking<spots in front of the student
that freshman should not be allowed center and new dorm into"head-on"
to have autos · on campus. Many parking spots. thus creating several
students forget all too quickly we more spaces for cars. '
lost several fellow classmates to our
2. Pave the .dirt pa,r kinglot south of
favorite mode of transportation -- the new dorm(the pit), also provide
the car.
_
adequate lightin~ so more of us will
As a Freshman I owned a car want to park there.
back in New York but my parents · 3.. Pave the grassy(usually muddy)
would not permit me to bring it .t() area ac;ros.s from the physical plant,
RWC. I look back now ,aq4 can ;Say this' will also create more parking
"thanks" to them 'for ,,J ifet<l their spaces then there are now.
-decision was a wise one. , .
4. Eliminate the excess facultyFreshman year I think wai; the staff parking spaces. It is rare that
most exciting and adventurous of all those spots are filled.
Finally, I think that it w~uld not be .
my four years here as I' m sure many
of you will agree. The times_I had either possible or feasible to allow
were gOod- ones -- . sometimes too the freshmen to use the commuter
good. By this I mea,n having.a great lots after class hours. -How could
time at a party on campus then you guaran~ee that all the freshmen

Extend -Freshmei:i Parking '

Dear.Editor,
.
freshmen should have to walk
I am . writing this letter regarding
further than the commuters. It's a
the commentary entitled ''.Parking longer walk to dorm II for the freshSolution Pr~posed," which ap- men than it is to the classroom
peared in the last edition of the building for the commuters.
Quill , November-IS, 1979.
Besides, resident students pay more
In the letter, the idea of switching
money. This is another reason why
the commuter parking lot into the
resident students should have the
freshmen 'lot and vice versa was
convenience of being closer to the
introduced. I strongly agree with
center of the campus.
1
• th'is proposal. I feel that it would be
If the change is made, I feel that
a · Jot safer, and the walk would be ,, the freshmen cars in the present
much shorter in the upcoming
commuter lot would be safer. The
winter months. ·
-guards would be able to keep an eye
I feel that walking across the soccer
on them there at all times.
'field late at night is quite dangerous.
I hope that with the help of the
The field is not lighted, and a·lmost
Quill, the school will take a long
anything could happen to a person
look into the proposal.
returning to school at night.
'
Sincerely yours,
I can't see any reason why the
Dave Levin
~
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·ltutos would be out of the lot each
morning by 8:00 AM? Is this a
realistic approach? I didn't think·
so.
Commuters deserve the right to
park on campus, afterall we are a
part of the student body, with the
·majority of commuters being upperclassmen here 'at Roger Williams,
we deserve a fair break also.
Sincerely.
Lind'a J.,Rei~~I

The Oosest
Encounter
Dear Editor, Afte._r asking RWC studel)ti,
"What one thing would you like to
see changed at -RWC, ' I would like
to express my opinior. on w]]at I'd
like to see changed. For. some time I
have noticed that many college
students are liberal in sexual and
other relationships of the close
encounter type.
Personally, this is 'the one thing I
like · most about . RWC. Unfortunately, there is a double standard,
that is attached to these types of ,
relationships. This double standard
is what I would like to see changed.
Males can be sexually premiscuous
and not receive a undesirable
reputation. · But, if the female
counterpart of the student
population acts more than averagely
sociable with more than one male,
she is ."pegged" a slut.
I in no way condone the ·concept
. that men should also get a bad
reputation. Instead I ask that
students who look down on active
relations look more realistically at
the situationlt is the responsibilityof
all students to experience college life
to its fullest, to learn what has not
been learned, and to explore new
relationships.
One such type ofrelationship is the
intimate, short term relationship
w,ith no strings attached. This is a
place for this type of relationship at
·RWC as there a place at ;i.11 colleges,
since these schools are fast paced
e_nvironments Jn which students
strive for security, while attempting
to complete an education.
Respectfull y.
Richard L. Gluck
_
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Senator.s' Campaign Promises Weren't Completely Kept
Mullin. "Also, the se.cudty en
CO,!ltlnued from page l
was . Charles Dobbins. who had has been able to keep a close watch
. promised to change "the present on how the money is distributed.
q1mpus has much to·be desired."
anything," he said.
To improve the clubs Mullin said,
McLaughlin said he has been able
apathetic idea~ and attitudes of the
One Senator who admitted not
'Tm trying to get people more
pre~ent stuCl'ent " leaders. The to a'ccomplish "some things" he
being able to db what he had
interested by talking to peopie." / attitudes are""still the same in the wanted to. "You can always acplanned was Douglas · Gingerella,
leadership," D,pbbins said. "T~ere complish more," he said. decrying
However, to inwrove security,
who had promised-he could help the
Mullin admitS, "I haven't done
i~ nothing I can do to change it." the "red. ta;:ie" that slows things
Senate resolve the problem of "not
However. Dobbins cited his work on d(l)wn . .
really considering the student body / anything'iis yet."
the gym · committee the ·social
Carlos Tosta, ' who listed his
Another Freshman Senator, Ray
as a whole when they make their
committee,
and
the
energy
conreas'ons
for running as a desire to
thinks
he
has
been
able
to
Tedesco,
decisions.''
servation committee as proof he was "Focus towards the benefits of the
Gingerella said he has been unable , live up ~ o J:!is campaign promise to
serve students "to the best of my , getting things done~. despite the "red institution," said he has been able to
to do this,' but for reason~ not of his
tape."
do that .. He mentioned his work
own making. "I think the Senate ability." As pr,oof, he points' out the
'I'm
not
disappointed.
butI
have
toward a gym and on a resume
of
the
library
hours
and
extention
- has stagnated," G.ingerella said. "It
not accomplished all 1 wanted to service as proof of his efforts toward
his upcoming work -on a school
is a representative body that thinks
achieve." he said .
the betterment of the college and
very highly of itself and gets little; evaluation. .
"It's harder than you anticipate at
accomplished ." .
"There seems to be a lack of unity first, of course." Tedesco Sa.id.' "but
I'm pleased with wh,at's fvi,p,pened
on this year's Senate that has
'·' '
. .. .
. ' . ·- ..
so t ar.
. -·
" J: \, '··' . prevented individ~al '5enators . That theme was ech9fd by Karen
including myself - from gettmg
things doneJ" he said, "People stop Croake, . ~ho · iai'd,',t;:J,"}ta~ very
idealistic - ignorant of the methods .
· trying."
' '·
·
. ! ,
_,.. •
Freshman Brian Mullin·· also used when I first joined the Senate. I ;
Sophomore'·. Gretch~n Ebelt,, ad- ,.....said, , .:fm re.lativ.ely pl~~sed,' but
admitted to fulfilling only half of his wish I haci'been able ~ do morel"
mittecf she too had not b~en able t6 I've found thing~ don't aiways go as
campaign 'promises. In his platform, However, mentioning her· acfulfill · her pro~ise that, "The planned'." .. ' ·'
" <
Mullin noted' some of the problems complishments as Non-Music Social
Senators , should attend unit - and
In his campaign platform. Freshhe believed he could fix in the Committee ·chairperson . Croake
floor meetings. There , they coulu man· Senator Wally Ramos sta~ed a
Senate. "I've been to many club said. "With what I've done, I have
briefly inform the s,tudents what the desire to impro? e the bus servic~ to
,
meetingz and I have noticed that been very pleased." "
Senate is doing ·and find out how the the Bristol Motor Lodge and tmAlso falling short of total success
participation is lacking," wr.ote
students feel." Ebelt said it wasn't prove the parking situation for on-

''J 'thought I would ,bea~{e "

to do inore than' 1 did"

Senate to force clubs to talk to each
.other. .. Tucker-said .
Despite thb failure. Tucker is not
displeased with his overall performa.nce. 'Tm satisfied because 1
have bee·n abre to bring up subjects
. that most Senators woy_ld rather not
hear."

-

Energ·y
Council
Formed -/
f

•

'

J

_.,

~~

\.

•

In, an effort to al,leviate. energy
waste, RWC has formed".a ccillegewide energy con'servation committee
·.·to maKe recommendations· and · to
- implement procedures to. c9nserve
_ energy on campus. ,,.
.' Acccirct'ing · to · the
committee"s
chairperson, Vice-president Robert
McKenna, the c;ollege will conserve
energy by cooperating with local.
sjate and nati.onal agencies.
_
"As we are all aware. perhap~ . tlie
f
· becau_se she didn ~t try though .
and off-c~mpus students. After one energy crisis is .one of the more
_ "I suggested !t to the Se~te last semester, Ramos said he has done critical issues that the U.S . will face
year, and it was wholeheartedly shot half of that.
over the next decade. I think it is
down," she said. "Again; when .I
"The bus schedt.:tle has been appropriate that' the entire RWC
mentioned .it to Steve (Fusco) at the. , changed," said Ramos, "and that community join together and begin .
By' David Levin
and electronics are:
computer,
begi~ning of the year, it didn't go pleased almost everybody. They immediately to conserve energy on·
situated at the North Campus.in a · over too well. Basically, the idea hated it before." Th! parking campus.
said Mc Kenna im a
With the backing of the Dean of building formerly used for storage , fizzled.''
situation is another story. "I've memorandumjle sent to the college
the College. and the planning of the When the building burned down
. Partly because of this, Ebelt said, attempted on the parking. ·and community.
engineering and architecture last year. the resulting insurance . "I was ....- completely disillusioned failed ," said ~amod. "It's Tiot the
The committee. which has met
department. RWC has finally gott~n money, and some additional college
going into the senate. I thought I easiest thingin the world."
se~eral ti~es, feels that it would be
the needed · space to · enl~rge its funding. was used to convert the
would be able to ao a lot more than I - Looking back on his three months productive
to · introduce con ;
engineering labs.b~ilding' into fub space.
r
in office. however, Ramos has no se ation methods on a building by
did ."
The three new labs; mechani~al,
"Realizing the cost would be "My reasons for running." Dennis complaints. "I'm really satisfied,'' - building basis.
relatively inexpensive, it was a great
McLaughlin wrote . during· the . he said. ''Except for the parking, " "For example" said McKenna.
,- opportunity - to expand ' the
election last year "are to ' take I've got just about- everything ac- "committee - members have been
department. said John O"Connell,
requests or c\>mplaints that students complished."
asked to· become chairpersons for a
coordinator for the engineering . may have. The allocating of
Not quite as successful was Jeffrey group of individuals who will be
department.
stude.nts' · funds I feel should be Tucker, who had written, "My asked to monitor energy con"It was -determined by the
watched more carefully,' and I in- major ·campaign promise is to have -sumptions in · every building ,OT)
Engineering - Council
for
tend to do just that." After one the Student Senate force all clubs ... - ,. campus." This person will also "be
Professionl Devefopment (ECPD)
semester. McLa~ghlin is satisfied_he to write into their constitutions a responsible for introducing energy
that the' old labs were too crpwded .
.•
clause that . would open com- eon~~rvation met.hods."
has been able to fulfilJ.th;,it promise.
Vice Presid~nt Robert McKenna
and that it was necessary to add
When
voting
on
financial
matters.
munic'ations between clubs."
Students will receive letters from
has admitted that the college is
more labs, "said O'Connell. "With
, Tucker now admits he has not been their bt1ilding committee chairMcLaughlin said he tries to decide
considering
taking
on
a
the help of Mr. Nott (Director of the
"!nainly if the whole student body, able to do that. "After talking with person informing them what they
special"fuel surcharge" to students'
Physkal Plant) and the backing of
or
a good portipn, ·will benefit from · another higher official of the Senate; can do to conserve energy on
tuition' next' semester to offset the
Dean Wilde. we .began building last it." Using this method, he said he i found it was not the place of the campus. The committee is also
spiraling cost of ener.gy. .
summer."
planning an ' Energy Awareness Day
1
However, McKenna said although
"Since we're trying to i mprove
which
wiltJ;>,e herd on campus during
it is a possibility, it is. "not a strong
a~d g~t accredidation, we put in .
February.
·
one," and the administration thinks
·the · funding," said Dean of the
The
energy
conservation
com, they can get through the year
College Edwin Wilde. The members
In October ; a finalized agreement mittee chairpersons are Mark
continued
from
page
1
,
without it. . oC the engineering department
was presented to the rank and file of Gould. Science-Business Building
"When we set the tuition, we
submitted a proposal ~to the 'admore aw'are of what those needs the union for approval. When.they Phil Szenher. classroom building:
didn't realize how much fuel co~ts
ministration for the labs, Wilde
were."
voted it down. the parties went back William O'Connell and William
would increase,,' McKetma said_.
said. and \.'when they do that; you
· Negotia.tions had begun last year to the bargaining table. and reached Grandgeorge,' fine arts building:
because of this the Administration
ought to suppoct them.".
after the approximately 40 i;:lerical an agreement on December 3. ~he
Rebecca
Tildesley and
Peter
lias discussed the possibility of
"If you want· accredidation, you
workers at the colle~ vuted to day before the deadiine set by the -Spadetti, library: Gretchen Ebelt
adding a surcharge to cover the cost
have to ha ye labs .. ' . said Wilde,
unionize in an effort to settle their union. Had a final agreement not~ .and William O'Connell. Dorn1 I and
of the increase, as many other
pointing out that RWC is currently ' grievances with the school. been reached, the union had
II and the Nike site ; Moria Boyce
colleges have done. .'
at the candidacy status for acBargaining continued through- the reportedly_planned to go on strike.
and Willi'am O'Connell. /\.lmeida
McKenna said the school will first
credidation.
'
.Now that. this dispute has been . apartments: · Robert Delsandro.
· summer months. and reached a
try other methods of keeping costs
The labs. whicn -partially opened
climax at-· the begi.nning of the settled. the -administration can, turn , Bristol Motor Lodge;
Valerie
duwn, such as the recentfy formed
for classes this semester, will be full
school ' year when · the union its ' full attention to contract talks -.. -Mahoney and . Peter DiSarro.
Energy Conservation. Committee.
operational by the Spring Semester .
threatt!nell ~o strike if a settlement' with the recently formed mainStudent _center; Bart Schiavo and
"Hopefully that will help," he said. ..
Tlie electrical lab is currently being
was not reached. A' partial set~ tenance workers union. and the
Rob~rt Mc Kenna. administration
Any final decision will be made by
wired. but should by · ready in
tlemeht W;i's ' agreed to,' and the faculty union, who's. contract is up
building .. Jim Thori1son. Quonset
- president Rizzini and the Board of
another month.
-- negotiations continued. _
for re-negotiation shortlY,
/
Point: John
Dawson. L:aSalle
Trustees.
Academy and Edwin Wilde. Fulton
campus-evening division.
Students' who have comments ar\d
suggestions of how the college can
· conserve · energy should contact
William O'Connell. director of- _ ·
student services.

Labs Built At.Nike

Special Fuel
Charge _
Mulled

Staff Union COntraci,

'.

Speak Out

Uhlig Resigns
Ftorn Senate'

on .Iran.

.r

Any rremrer of the ~ camrunity,. Arrericcyi.. or 'fureign, may view his

or rer 'opmi.on cn tre current crisis in Iran on tne weekly, news shaw,.
Speakeasy.

call

It you 'WOuld. like to be

screduled to aJ=Pear on

255-2288 and speak with any rrerrber of tre

·~

tfe shOw,

news team.

.

-

- For the second time this s mester,
the Student Senate has lost one of its
members. - .
1
Senici Don Unlig re·signed 1 from
the Senate effective November 27.
citing "persor1al" - reasons. · Uhlig's
replacement will be Wendy
Stephenson. who was . the next
eligible runner-up in last semester's
campus-wide elections.
Uhlig refused 'to elaborate on the
reasons for his resignation. saying.
"J don't think it is my place to
' comment on the strengths and
weaknesses of the Senate."
However. Uhlig did say. "! ~see a
lack, of significent issues on campus
-=-- at least visible issues pre~ented to
us.
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---Profile-------B_en Carr: As~ing Tough
Questions About RWC
By Jacqueline P. Morris
"I'm just an average-Joe", replies
Ben Carr when asked to describe
himself. But, students, administrators and felJow faculty
members who've ever come in
contact with him, kyow..differently.
Ben Carr came to RWC the year .
the cellege moved to Bristol, 196970. "A friend of mine had a cousin
that went-to school here, and toJ:dme
that they were looking for ·a black
business instructor. So, I came down
and got the job. I knew nothing
about the college then, and I was
surprised."
Many caps ar~ worn by this man.
who is Assistant to the Dean of
Institutional Research: "The school-has decided to do research about
itself. For example, about the nature
of students,, where they come from,
and ·are they happy here. To improve our .educational system here,
the college must gain information.
Carr is also advisor to the United
Minority Coalition, (UMC), the
Business Club and -the Yearbook
Staff. Once an active member of the
Affinnjtive Action Committee of
RWC, Carr left because "nothing _o,
relevance was or is being done.
Three indiviQ.uals have shown
sincere efforts for modification,'but,
- all has gone for naught. All talk and
no action."
For those who think they've never
seen Mr. Carr, think again ... he's
the only black instructor at RWC.
"I do9't like being the only black
instructor on cam.pus. This "is indicative of my opinion of ·the ·
school's commitment to minorities.
I've been very vocal aboaj the way I
feel, and haven't left because I don't
want this institution to not have .any. ··
I stand as constant _reminder of the
school's lack of commitment, like a
wart!"
.
.• ..~ ·
Carr is very outspoken in his beJiefs
on Equal Opportunity, and has .be~n
since the summer of 1970. "When I
· first c.a me h~re I had no inter~s(in
that area at that point in time. But,

when an instructor was terminated "Life is a holding pattern in orb_it
for talking about a faculty union, I that we maintain between life and·
then became aware of questionable death. And in that orbit, individuals
empioyment procedures here at the have to determine how they will best
college. The issues this individual satisfy themselves in that holding
was standing up for.stood up after pattern . .A.s a result I try to carry ot)
his departure." There is now · a as an individual, such that when I
faculty union at RWC.
leave this orbit and go on to death at
Another instance that pushed Carr that junction, and my orbit is
;
even further in his standing~ "A evaluated, I can say that it was ~:;;.._{
.
dean of students at that time, (name one that I made. If lgo to hell, l.t will iitfu....:
withheld) gave me a calJ one day and be in my own cot, and not one thjlt
SPEAKING OUT-·Buslness Instructor Ben Carr has. some· strong
asked me if I knew of any blac;ks someone else made."
opinions 'on what the school is doing wrong.
who would be interested in teaching
Psychology. I knew two individuals
especialJy one in Colorado who was
supremely qualified. So, his resume
was sent to · the dean. The final
results turned out to be that I had to
By Jane Scott
advisement week has in part · ac- · Schiavo said the statistics themselves which pertain to the number
calJ- my fr.iend tci find out what had
counted for the present 30 percent
transpired. My friend told me that
.Due to a concerted effort on behalf rate of attrition.
Nationally, · of students leaving each academic
area ~f the solJege seem to convey
the dean was just "puffing smoke."
of many parts of_the colJege, the rate 'caring attitude of faculty and staff
RWC in its actions has failed-to of attrition for RWC has decreased
and 'high quality of advising' are . valuable information to the reasons
for -leaving - or .staying. In general
concepts which aid retention.
acknowledge existence of the from 35 per~nt for 1976-77, to · a
students with an -undecided liberal
Of alJ students who leave schQOl
concept . of equal opportunity. present rate of 30 percent for the
arts major and associate degree
Indicative of this is the three unions 1978-79 academic year.
'
during the semester or who don't
here on .the campus maybe there will
Attrition itself is the gradual
return from one semester to candidate_s have the greatest rate of
attrition. On the other hand, after a
soon be four. -The students might decline of enrolJmefit due to
another, about · 40 percent g~
one day decide to unite."
students firopping out of colJege: As
through the prescribed process of . 50 percent rate o( attrition for 1976'77, Marine Biology has a 15 percent
On Equal · Opportunities and jt applies to RWC, attrition is an
gping thr;:J'ugh all the - proper
rate for 1978-'79. This,-according to
Affirmative Action: "I wish that area symbolized by reams of channels.
Schiavo's analysis, shows great
individuals would act more.\ as in- statistics, charts, graphs and much
Fii:st, there is'-'l conversation with
· is
.
the Dean of Students, and a possible improvement because it
dividuals · and · folJow their own ·serious thought,
now a "very demanding area."
insights, such that · a group conRWC's Registrar, Bart Schiavo has · conversation with a member of the
Schiavo then resolved that,
census can be reached. Whereby it spent part of the last three years
colleg~ counseling staff. Then, alJ
represents the opinions and views of - compiling the statist~cs created by
books are returned to the library "Students respond to pressure.
the individuals of the group."
dropping or nonreturning £tudents.
and stopping or transfering any Areas with little pressure and low ·
"Why hasn't this institution
Schiavo explained many changes · . payments is completed at the academic standards lose the most
1brought "-on
a-, full 'time Equal the colJege has. made and . is infinancial aid o~ce. - Finally, the students. While areas that demand
Opportunities officer? It's not : stituting in order.to bring the rate of · registrar and bursar make sure high achievements frorr. the
moriey; )ecaqse they'.ve filled ·so- jlttrition down from 35 percent for
students are crossed off all apcontinued on page 7
many other -positi0ns1n the past five · the 1976- 77 academic year, to !he
propriate lists.
·
rat~ of 30 percent for 1978-'79. This
~------""'
years."
"Can anyone in this institution ·is equal to the national attrition
substantiate the claim that RWC average.
has mad_e:'-progress ip. ·~ffirmitive
"The college Is being more
·Action and - Equa.1 Ipportunffies? selective in terms of the kind of
We've regressed if~e'v,e done that!", people- we ..will admit. Therefore a
"Why· has the Affirmitive Action better class of students are coming
Committee · been presented with -so in."
many barriers when' they have been
Schiavo added that RWC is
trying to put the colJege in line?"
beginning to be known as a highly
Why have th~se individuals in- _selective school by people lookin·g
volved been so insensitive to the for admittance, as OR_posed to the · '
needs ~f Equal Opportunity and the slack outlook it portrayed not many
·requests of the Affirmitive Action years ago. "So in the 80's when
Committ,ee? And, why is there no colJege enrolJment drops across tne
state<!' Affirmilive Action polky for country, it will be the selective·.
students?" '; .. ·
"'
.
schools, that will survive. ·And we
Students .who commented on Carr have arnved at that selective level. " ·
I . as an fo.struCtor, . used . the word
Anotlier change that has aided
: "ha~d':Jo ain~Qs{a1C of their sen~.. retention iV·-the "revised '.Jadvisor ·.w ·
.
'
. . . . ~ystem:" 'ln '1996 we ·asked people to; . rr==~~~~===~==~==~=~~~~~~==~
tenees:; ; -· ·:: ~:mi.rd?'\ ia11ghs Carr. "I'm ' noC ·v_olunteer to be ia<Ivisors ·ratJ:i(!t thittri· ·,
- h~rd . 1_._thml\)•-. do 'work ~students, arbitrarily appointinigh't 25-30
and: oil- relative !;Cafe ;· to other ' students automatically' Cl 'te each
/
·.- :t~ach~l'f i I
giV~.mor~ w~rk. But I !'acuity inerribet.' We alsci:devised ~n'
dop't 'give wor~ th'at . is beyond '.out-reach system in which the · ·
, natural scope.. " , .
·
'ildvisors ·write to their incoming ''J
·.. · Cart's philosophies -on life is that _ i~eshmen: over the summer and ·te1J
1
'
!hem to feel free to call at any time
~·. :~ >~"' :~~
:~~- ~~': !' :~
!juringthe summer with questions."
_,_
·~ ~ \V\Y
itSchiavo feels this show ~f incte~se~
, , . , , ._. ,. .~ '·. . •' ..,, .•
,i;.oncern .on the part of the advisors
· · : .,
.·_- _ ~ .. ,. "'··
.
_'and the greater emphllsis placed ~n
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-Poet Charles/Simic Visits Creative Wfiters

By Darlene Mikula
their humanity. history,\ historical
Charles Simic, the third· and
predicament;to
communicate
final writer brought to campus this
sor.lething,
such
as
the
history of the
semester by the Creative Writing
human condition."
Department. visited _ RWC on
Char01i ;s
Cosmology.Simic's
Wednesday. November 14. He first
most recent publication, takes on
met with students of Robert
the elements of the myth of Charon,
McRoberts' Intro to Poetry class at
· who was the ferryman who conveyed
2 p.m. and then read later that nig~t
the dead aacross the
the souls
at 8 p.m. in LH 128.
river Styx. Sim.ic said the book is
Charles Simic. who te,ches at
It '
''slightly autobiographical."
the University of New Hampr.eflects the blurred memories Of his
shire.was born· in Yugoslavia in
childhood in Yugoslavia during
1938. · Educated At' New York
World War II. "I ' wrote the book
he · is
married
U niver,sity;
with a fragmented, blurred quality-and
the
fi!ther
of
two
.with Mark .Strand
the only way I could. I was seven
,
children.
Charon's Cosmology is his third Republic.an anthology of seventeen . years old at the ·end of the war and
in a_situation where I had to pretend
book in the Brazillier- Series of European and South american
I understood othe 's suffering. I
po e.t r y'
following
Return writers. ,
Place
Lit
by
A In 1976. 'he. receiv~d a $3,000
wanted to · recover certain images
to a
that made an impact on me."
Glass
of Milk (1974) antl award from the American A.cademv
of Arts a nd Letters 'and The
He discussed eight poems at the
Dismantiling the Silence (1971)
National Institute of Arts and
request of students in the Intro to
which inaugurated the series.
·
Two collections .of .his poetry Letters. He has also received the · Poetry Class. Among ~hese were A
have been published by Kayak Edgar Allen Poe Award, the P.E.N.
Landscape With Crutches ·th a L
Prize,
and
a
Press:Somewhere Ainong Us a Translation
reflects a childhood memory he had
Stone is Taking Notes(1969)and Guggenheim
Foundation
of all the' people he saw· ·with
Wi1111 the Grass Says(l967). He has Fellowship.
.
. ,
crutches during and aftu the
also published numerous , tranWhen asked ~hat the purpose of war;The Prisoner.which came from
an article Simic was reading and
slations of French. Russian. ancl
his poetry was. Simic said "Ideally
Uyugoslav poetry; and co-edited to communic~te,to remind people of
wanted to put it down in the

of

prisoner's point of view; and Poem
which is a homage to his father.
"It's about my' pop'. "said Simic.
In response/ to a student's
question, "What advice wQiild you
give to a ' young writer? ,"Simic
replied,'·'Don't do like others do.I
don't know--advice is cheap . .One
has to realize it's a long, hard labor.•'
In the reading later that night, ·
Simic read for ·about an hour and
twenty minutes .and covered 22
poems.
Among these were The
Table qf Delectable Contents,whi::h
will be the first poem in his next
book; The Partial . Explanation in
which he is in a predicament which

Right in ~y store, right now. .
Great American Darkroom SweepI'll make sure you get a chance to stakes sponsored by PATERSON
save on just about everything you
and AGFA-GEVAERT. Because
need in the darkroom.
when you win ... I win.
I' I' jilso make sure you get a
Hurry, though, this great sale
chance to win a great prize in the
won't last forever.

PHdTO'\i,bR~D..
St~eet

417 Hope

.Resigning R.A.s~ Express Desire.
To Be 'Normal' StUdents Again
r·

.

has more to it than meets the
eye;Great lnfirmities,;_n ode to 1
pessimism; an_d Animal Acts.which
reflects the feelings Simic once had
when he saw a dog with six legs. "It
wasn't enough for them," com•
mented Simic, "They had to teach
the poor thing how to do tricks and " . ·
entertain the people. Like in a freak
show or something."
Simic
was
reluctant : to
paraphrase many. of his poems, as
many writer~ are. He feltthe poems
could speak for themselves. · As he
says · it quite clearly - in his poem
Description, · there is always "the
old sweet temptation to find an
equivalent for the ineffable:"

· -

.~~

....

Brtstol, R.J.· 253-2248

.,.,

Off1c1al Gre at Americ a n D a rkroom Sa l e a nd Sweepsta kes Headquarters

.

continued from page 1

and that attitude affects my job .. I Housing Director) Paul Nalette.
feel that if you have a ' job, you get - "I don't thin~ the job has gone to
my head, although rm sure some
into it. If you don't, you quit. .
"I could sit back and just llve her·e people have thought that. I haven't
for- free', but that's not right, and ' had any , real feedback on my
that'snotme." ·
resignation yet. -- 1 hope everyone
Carroll, ·a junior who's held ·his understands when I say I'm not
position for one ' semester, said necessarily out to please them. ·Part z
personal · reasons were the stages of the reason I resigned w·as so _I . /
he'~ gone through since ClCCepting could· make adjustments with
.
myself. You know, looking otrt for
the job,
"I've gone through stage,s with number one is important. But, if I
'myself that I'm not happY with. I'm anyone feels cheated in any way,
not as friendly as I was when I was .a then I'm sorry."
_
'common student.' This was a very
"Because I care about the people
tough adjustment for m~ to make, on my floor, I'm nervous about the
since I'm used to being friendly, for RA that they will have . next
the sake of being friendly. When semester. I feel that person should
you're an RA, you have to keep your be someone who can appr:eciate
distance. It's tough to make the everyone, beca~se they really are
transition from being a friend to an awfully nice. I wouldn't want to see
authoritarian..
them stuck \Vith a grouch .
"I think the root of the .problem
"I know the type of RA my guys
can be described quite simply.
need," said . Creed. They need
When I was 'one of the boys,' I was someone to carry on what I. started, ·
happy. When I'm happy, I do better "and they need someone to be a little
academically.
tough - someone who won't let
. H.1 .la.l·k Miranda "I feel I made a rational decision them get away~ with everything· thaL
·when I decided to leave. I feel I've they try topull over."
"I like the guys up here. There may
The Col k gl' Curriculum Cnm - pQne the 'job well enough so that I
mit1cc ha\ -. iptcd to 'trc:ngthen thr can probably come b.ack to it next be one or two bad apples, but it was
rule' t~r Jndl'pcncll-nt Study course\ year when I'm ready.~ ·
·
the rest of them that I worked for. I
in an effort to allieviate the abuse
According to Croake, her position talked to them and was flexible in
1hat (fften rit·eui: ' wllhin them.
as an-RA .has been for the better. '.'I order to gain their respect."
Bci.:.ausc studciit\ haY'~ abused the
really feel I've changed a tot since I
"You have to be careful of
rule\ of the·, . . . c;1urses in the past.
took on the responsibility. I see_ · friendspips in your unit though,
Dr . Nanc_,. Harhiw. chairperson of things differently--and I'm more because it's . ~ very difficult to
the committee. now "Wants to cautious ri~w than I have ever been. discipline a friend. And, a lot of the
ma};t..' ~ ure w1dcnts get what the~ · But, I really feel well about all that . timeyouhavetoLitethebullet.
par for. ·
I've done. ·
"All in . all, there have been times
lh· · ""mmittcl· Im~ made slight
"I've never got a lot accomplished when they were wrong, and times
in the. ola'nning of things, but I when I was. wrong. But, y<Ju have to
. modit:,ations. hut nothing ma'jor:
Ho-., e1er. in the future. independent . really believe I did well •. was doing work with them, and· .thing5 work .
~tl11tk\ c;innnt con<i~t of a subiect
things on .a one-to-one·basis."
out. I've messed up before, aDd so.
"The compensation for- doing the have they. But, after all, RA 's are .
that . is regularly taught at RWC.
·hi,· · <me: ·ex~~· pt1(1n,' · ari external job isn't worth the tvne and only human, and that too often is
responsibility you put into it. What forgo~n."
. wu..Se . is,design!l~ t~- a student who
·· .··'ne1.•cls a required-course to graduate;
makes it all worth it is the people. I.
hut that ~·ourse is not available.
really Jgve·all the people on.my floor,
Another type i>f outside-classroom
they've made it worth everything to
k :i rnin)! . the intcrn\hip. is designed
me, and that's the one •thing I hate
,H• ;qipi_
1 'f><:c'ili.._ skills to emabout leaving."
pl.•y1m:nt . In onlcr 10 recci\'C one
"But t don't feel you should
compare the compensation ' to· the students also. show the greatest
unit of credit. ;ntudent must pt.it at
"lc<t\t I JS houfs. inlo it in a semester.
· job. · You have to !!e a RA becau~ _progress."
, Each ;tudent is alli)W\.'d to h:1l'e ~ . you want to be, peiiod. Otherwise, it
Schiavo feels RWC has undergone
s0me changes in standards and
maxiinuli1 of 5 unirs l1f. either an : will never seem worth it.
internship or an independent study
"I do feel the compensation for the goals, even though this may still ·bC:
or iu anl' combination
position, is well-worth it," Carroll unknown to the present students of
If mo're, independent studies or
said. I had the honor of being one of the college. Consequently. Schiavo
inter;!~hips are needed for a
the 40 or so most trusted students oq said. "Whether the stu:lents who are
studer;t 's prn).!ram. ·the student may
campus. I had a chance to be a already he_re perceive this change is
pctitio•1 1li u Acadcmi"c Status
leader for some really great guys, the question, I think there's. a lag
Commitltl' for a w;iil'er of the five · · I earned respec~. and I had a tu-ition there. I think many of today's
~l)Ur\C l,lllit 'Jimitation.
break."
. Students still think the school is a
Jn w1c linal t~·pc of out-side,
Carroll, who received his position push-~ver." '
classroom
course . exp<!riential
without going thro4gh the normal
Schiavo admits· atJrition wili never
resident assistant selection process. \ some to a compJete ha It; "Students
learning. students may · request
course credit for kt]_owledge they
said he "felt very honored that they will always be flunking out, moving
asked me. I never applied--it was to other schools and changing-their
have gained in job-relared learning.
prior ,to.coming to college.
the last act of ·defiai:i~~ by (form,er... ·. ~1inds."
"I 1·eally don't have the-time to·put
into it that I feel one should in order
to do a good job. I have too many
other things. with the senate and all.
to do the job properly."
Similarly. Creed said he feels he's
'"not into (his) job the .way (he)
should be. By 'into' I mean getting
my guys mbtivated in football,
decorating the unit. or whatever.
This is not only hurting me, but it is
also hurti rrg the guys up here.' '
'Tm 23-years-old_. and I'm in my
lifth year of coilege b,e ause I
tramfcrred .from The Franklin ·
Institute in Boston. What I'm really
~cady for is to be out there working.

Independent
.study .Units
Regulated

I

Attrition
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7 -·M emorial
Boulevard .,

Eat In •

Take .Out -

P~rty. ·Platters
H.OURS: SUNDAY --THURSDAY
I 0 A.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
10 A.M. - 1 A.M.

: ft)()~§
/

MEWPORT JflZZ CLCIB Downing St. (off BellBvue Ave.}. Newport.

..

...__.....,..,.846-294·A·~--

EVERY WEDNESDAY
. T . .a11a·N1...-t·

Dec. 14&15
Rudy Cheeks,
and the Cavalcade ·of Genius I
with The v~,,g Adults

Coming Dec. 22
Champogn~

and RI's No. 1 Band: 'The Mundanes"
ii

Coming Dec. 28

/
Human Se:xu61 Response

,-\
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By Kimberly Tinkham
theater c;urse in literature, an essay
well under time pressure. Basically,
· Although . the poor students
' test would oe fine--and that is th~
-I formulate Jl questiO'n and have the
sweating over their· final exams may ....:· type of final I g_iye. On t~e other
students take ii stand and d efeno it
not realize it. · ·th.e teachers whq
hand, in a skill-course like theater
baS°ed on what they learned
concocted these elaborate forms of
lighting·; or. mime, a quick, short
througl:iout the semester."
torture hav_e probably put as ·much
answer, · machine,... grad.ible exam
Richard , Potter, another . Social
thought into the entire process as '
would be' of no value. It would not
Sdence division instructor doesn't
the Students themselves.
--·.:~ properly show the ~udent's gain ·
believe in finals. "I'm not interested
_ . But unlike the st11dents, who have
from the course. There is~no ·way to
in what amount of information a
-to think up answers. the teachers
_cram the studying and learning . ' a~ student can feed back to me. I
have to think up · questions--and
must. · be done all through the ·
1want thein' to be able to synthesize
decide ·what type ~ of test is most
· semester."
- the material they have learned and I
.suited _to the · class. Instructor's
For skill courses -in theater, the
feel the best way to do this is by a
approaches to finals are as varied as
finals are u-sually ' a fully executed
project or a term paper."
the courses themselves.
·
project: a seen~ o~ Qerformance . .i
"The value of::- a comprehensive
"Of course these types of exams are
final is outweighed .by .·the torture
very hard· tci filade. Th!re must be a
the student goes through," says-Ben
compromise betwec;_n ~e_xpertis~ and
. . .. .,
Carr. Business Division ipstructor.
growth from talciiig!he coui;se.· : ~ '·
"My ·finals are given on the chapters
'"Atte1,1dance is the:.6ite thing I am i. _
, that _"are · covered during · the last
a stickler on," .said Kelly -Wicke ._
\\:eeks of classes:"
Davis: also a member of the tine arts·· ··
He also mentioned that his tests
division. If a studet1t ooesn't come
are based on <i "frame of n:ference.
to class. the chances of him passing
By".Blll.Wl)!ter ,
This is a basic idea that helps
a final are almost none unless the,
H ..you happen tO be a failure when
students remember the. concepts of
student is an extremely talented
it comes to final exams -- take heart. the chapter. That way. I feeJ.. i-n- .
.dancer. :ro learn what is on the final · .Some of tlie greatest figures in
stead· of remembering maybe· 5
ni"story have been· · equally _dismal
a student ' must come every day."
percent· . of what was taught all
Kelly's finals consist of a comwhen it · came to the final
semester, the student can remember
_ bination of dances performed by
examinations of life:
the principles and can i pply-them. "
th.e student and a written exam
After all, siRce 'the function of ·
.. Although I do give final exams, I
which is only one-th~~ of tJ:t_~ total
c~l \i:~eJ~ to prepare y~u f~r real _life,
feel stud ents and teac1"1ers put too
grad_~·-- ·
"\_. ~ ; ·
·
tlle function of exams m-school ts to
"F' I
~:-"-\t
f .
- "
.
much store in finals. they make it"a
. m~ _s::;- a.re•'"·'
": ~~~--il~e r : o
a.:--"·._;. Pr.e,.,p.a re .you
ior t h"
e exams,, m
rea I
do or -· die situation," says
counta:btlity,- h ffli·\ ~tfr\!Y.-,are very : life. ~ -- .
__
..
Humanities Division instructor Phil
. h(!I p~Ul :fand ,' •
~fi?al~ · are
'f;lj~e~afu~ in realHfu_are th.e tim~s Szenher.
Szenher said a final
,,c~m.UJ~t~e,· _tw~g_~ O.~J~<;t1}e and > wll'etl'!YPU use-wh;it you have·learned
should be :·the end of a process, not
one-~ht~cl , essay. :. _satd ~ola?d
_to affect what will h~_ppen to you;
the only step in that process," lie
C~a-se, _a? ~~structor from the. social
for better or werse. But like college
also stated ' that "students and
science a1V1s1on.
exams there are V'(.inners -- and
teachers should find better ways to
"The best way to study would be by
losets.
measure overall . performance,_ A
- reviewing the notes that are given
Take Richard Nixon for instance-·final - is not the best profit .of
and by keeping up with the
please. l.n the real , life game of
achievement in a course•-sorne
reading.'.'
.
political science,, Tricky Dick put
students just don't do well on tests ."
Instructor Mark Keene from the
the Nixon Political Principle to the .
Szenher'.s exams are mostly essay
engineering technology division
test: If two wrongs, don't make a
questions with some . multiple
"gives an open book: open notes
right, try three. f\e rated an "E" for •
_ choice. "The consistent stud1:nt-exam. There are a lot" of concepts
eff-0rt at that, but an "NC" for his
the one who attends-class regularly,
and formulas to remember in the
answer to: "I am not a crook -- true
and · reads tl:e n~aterial given will do
courses I teach. · It's impossible to
or false?"
,
well on · his finals " -says Szenher.. ,
rememoerthem all. The problems
Leapfrogging through history, we
"Though cramming may be fine for
on the exam are like the ones given
are confronted with dozens of
some students, it · is artificial'
in the homework . I'm not tryin·g to
examples of - individuals who had
learning and not .effective at all. ..
tri.ck anyone, I design the course for '
one chance to do or die -- and ended
Says William Grandgeorge. head
the average student."
' ·up flunking out.
of the Theater Arts De.pt.," The·
Another teacher who seems to have
A classic example was Joan of Arc.
final should be su.i'ted to the course.
·the student's interest in mind when
In the ·final of her baking class
It should fulfill the main"objective or
.he gives finals is Mike Swanson
~he let the main dish burn -- which
purpose of the course. With a
from theSocial Science division. He
ended one~ and for all the schemes
give s take-home · essay tests. "I
she was cooking up.
, I
don't,believe a student can perform
Lady Godiva was .a horse' of a
0

.

Although there are worse.thi ngs in
life than -fina( exams, one would be
· hard pressed to convince most
college students of that fact.
Final exams are greeted _each
semester by students as en- ·
thusiastically as a man condemned
to die at dawn greets the sunrise.
But , unlike the condemned · man,
students can take action to improve
their .chances of surviving ' the
grueli11g ritu.al.
Experts say ' now is the time . for
students to get their approach to
final exams oqrnnized . It is time to
disc~ver what you do and do not
know about your classes. It is time'
to schedule your studying for each
test, and schedule in diversions, so
you don't drive yourself cr1tzy
crammi!!g for tests. 1 •
Rich Gross, an assistant director. of
a-uni~s ity learning center, said a
~tudent should "Come-up with a llst
of the kinds of things you have to do
to study for each class." To do this
Gross said, a student must honestly
evaluate what he needs to knowabout each subject, and what he
needs · to know for the final exam.
Gross said students should forget
problems they have had earlier in
the~semester while preparing for the
final exam. '. 'Don't cry !>!er spill(!d
milk, over .the fact that you didn't
study enougli <luring the semester,"
he said.
"That isn't going to help you now,
- even though it may be true." Gross
says ·worrying about the problem
only · gets in the way of useful.
studying for the exam. Like just about everything in life,
Gross says there are a-few c·ommon ·
sense tips - thaL st ou~d· be · remembered when studying for finals. For
instance, a student must quiz
,_,: ,;.

Final Examinations H(ive
A LOrilHorrible Hist9ry
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. different color, however. Although
. miserably failing her equestrian
class, she did remarkably well in her
public relatici:ris exam .
· Julius Caesar failed in a big way
too. He never could get the point of
proper parlimentarian procedure : .,
until the day he really got the point.
B~t too late -- the final bell had
rung, and he would go down in
histofy as another finals failure. ·
.Atilla , ~he Hun was an interesting
c~se. Most experts say he failed his
Pale Carnegie "How To Make
Friends And Influence People" mail
order class because he couldn't
read. He never bothered to learn as
, a child, ~ince it interfered with his
hobby ofrape~and pillage.
But the one case nobody-will ever
figure out was Adam and Eve. They
had the easiest test imaginable ~ - a
multiple choice test .with only one
~rong answer -- that certain tree of
forbidden fruit. Evidently they lost
their crib notes -- not to mention
their ticket to paradise -- and got
booted out of class.
So just remember-·- no ·matter how
p~rly you do 1on you~ next exam,
there are a thousand poor suckers
scattered around history who woulo
love to tratle places wit-h you and
have a chance at tests where· the
result of failure
is a bad report
card.
_ Now go study, du;,..my.

..1
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rits To Help Avoid The Sweat And Tears
- h_imself on all reading material ana_
lecture notes as , his class goes
through it rn °preparation for · the
exam. Certain types of statements in
textbooks and lecture notes are
obvious-test material , Gross says. In
a biology class. a statement about the four elt~ments necessary for life
on earth would be good for almost
all types of questions.
When a student is reading thrO).lgh
material for a final exam, he should
know what type of material · the
instructor likes to test on . Gross says
you should know by then what types
of answers the instructor likes if you
have had several tests in the class.
He advises only limited use of
group stupying for students learning
material for a - test. "A limited
amount is probably valuable. I think
too much would be bad. If you do
too much of that; you wfll be relying
too IJlUCh on others," he_sa'ys .
I would principly rely on your
own individua1 studying," he says,
because -a group of students may
stress things that are not Important
in ·aclass - and your 9wn studying
-and intuition may have avoided
that . .He also said a student might
. panic. if a group brought up material .
that the student hadn't covered .
"Debiliating anxiety may be . very
. damagirig on a test," he warns.
_Just as studying is not a skill taught
to most people, "Taking a testis a
skill that ,isn 'f taught to people,"
said Gross. "Some learn to do it,
- some have - more .difficulties than
others." Gross has a few tips on the
actual taking of the test. "Get to the
test early, if possible. Get yourself
· rel~xe~ , Jamili~r with the room ..
Collec_t your thoughts.··
....when .the test is handed to you,
Grots said you shouid ·be mentally
prepared for anything. M~ny ·times
. a student will look aJ the test and be
shocked ;by'. the type of questio!1s
they ,see. The result can be a blank
out, whe_re the studen t panics and
can't remember the class material:
"Blanking on a . question 'is a. normal occurance. It Happens to .
,
everyone in college," Gross says.
"Back off from the test. relax. '
Assure yourself that you stuqied the
material. Realize that drawing a
blank is normal. Do the questions •
that you know. Get the flow of the ·
test," he said.
"Working the questions that you
know tends to relax you," he said.
Gross says if you are blank on · a ·
question, as you proceed through
the rest of the test you will begin to
recall information pertinent to the
question. When that happens, the
student should make notes in the
margin of the test to use later.
When handling an essay question,
Gross says "The first thing to do is
answer the question. Don't make
the instructor work to find .the
answer."
After wading through dozens of
essays, the instructor wiTI be pleased
to find one that gets to the point
right away. "Imagine how elated t-he

'

.

"

· instructor would be to -find the
pattern of a nswers. They tl!ink I've
answer in the first sentence ... says , got too ma ny trues, so tliis must _be
Gross.
false ," said Gross.
·
And if the student runs 'o ut of time,
Qualifiers are crucial in multiple
·at least he knows he answered- the
choice questions , he says. "It is very
question. Many students run out of
rare that S'o mething is always true,
time before they sum it up.
or always false ...
"Read the question car_efully. If it
For both multiple choice and true
asks to compare and · co11trast two
ahd -false questions , he says, " Yourpoints, don't simply describ<; them,"
first impression • is usually more
··,,
Gross says.
accurate· than later impressions.
Generally, he says, studenfa.,.'Yho
YOU are more likely to change .a . .
know the answers -to an ...ess~y
' question don't have to write a quick
outline of the answer before
writing it. But if a -student draws a
blank on the essay, trying to develop .
an outline would help him
remember the material he studied.
Gross says there is almost' a science
to answering · multiple choice
questions. "We have a whole
miniprogram on tltat during the
s emester," he lays . •.
"There care ways you can: analyze
By Jack Miranda
multiple choice questions," says
The anxiety that students face
Gross.
before taking final exams can cause
He says that on a standard
multiple choice test, you should read · sweaty hands, an irrestible urge to
_ each question very carefully, and
eat everything in sight and a need to _
pay close attention to modifiers . such
smoke ·dozens of cigerettes - aH-a t
as always, maybe, . sometim.es and
the same time. To curb the problem,
never.
several experts have offered
Gross says to expect one qf the . suggestions which s~m to solve the
answers to be. ·a total throwaway, one
. stress-before-final crisis.
answer 'to be obviously wrong to a
. According· to psychology instudent who attends class, one
structor, Lorraine Denni~, students
answer to be obviously wrong to
get nervous because finals count
someone who studied, a!ld two
so much, whic!J is why it is such a
answers to be _difficult to choose
stressful situation. "The _ most
from .·
~
important thing is for students to
On a true and false test, he says, -; learn how to study, so they don't
many students mistake~ly perceive a·
tcram before the dar of the_test:. io
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.the.value of a!) exam ls outweighedby the torture the student goes through:
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EXam Tension Can BeStudent's Real Ene_my.

.
...

right answer to make it wrong than
the other way around.
Naturally,_Gross points ou,t that all
the- tesHaking trjcks in tHe world
will not mjl.ke up for poor
preparation, but just might be the
deciding factor between success and ·
failure. And success means you get
to come back. to school next .
semester - and · face those final
exams qne more time.
.

-

.

solve some of the pre-exam anxiety,
·a stress clinic will. be on campus f~r
students for next spring's finals."
Rob Ragatz, who has led stress
management ·groups across the
· country said, "Students make
themselves anxious ·by telling ·
themselves that they have gQt to pass
a t~st. When you do that, you go
beyond the point . of being
productive," Ragatz says .
However, Ragafz says if a student
can constructively ch_allenge himself
fo perlorm VV,ell on an exam, it can
· help him. "If you are the type of
· person who can respond to this type
of challenge without being inefficient in-studying, and without
bec9ming anxious, then it is okay."_
When preparing for -the final
-: 1 exams, experts say students should
sche"dule ample relaxation time in
order to get the most out of studying
and to reduce the . pressures and
anxiety that students experience
~
before exams. ·
, "By allo_wing your.Self rela)fation
and g!!tting a good night's sleep, it
will help the studying that you have
already done," Ragat~ said. Also
find something to do before the test.
According -to Ragatz, one thing for
students to do is · relax all their
mu ~cles, take a deep breath and
clear their mind.
Anthony-· Agosti ·nellis , RWC
sociology instructor said , "First, it's
important for a student to get
regular hours sleep before the exam.
Don't stay up late hours cramming.
Second, eat three full meals a day
and no 'drinldng.-From time to time
withdraw from your studies and do
something active.< Take a walk, jog.
any exercise. Students must
remember "Mens Sana in Corpor
Sano," which means a sound mind ~
means a sou.nd body. This way you
refresh_yourself."
Robert Conway, a sociology instructor, felt differently about why
students get nervous before exam
time.- Conway said, "It's pressure.
Students have to learn how to
. perform under pressure, ·because if.
they can't do it here. chances are
they won't be able to in society
either. Its part of everyday life to
perform under pressure. Everyone
gets nervous. you just have to learn
how to control yourself under
pressure situations."
. Social Science ./Instructor. Anne
·1Barry. said that her students don't
' have to worry abQut what's on the
exam. "I tell them what type of test
it will be and it is the type of test I
told them it would be. Besides. ·if ·
students attend· classes and do the
work they shouldn't have to cram."
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Final -E xam Schedule
I.

/

ROGER WILLIAMS . COLLEGE

BRISTOL CA.'IPUS FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

FALL, 1979

, Monday
SECTION
NUMBER

COURSE
TlTLE

.DECEMBER 17
181-101-01
Monday
Monday
193-2 30-01
Monday
193-222-01
111-113-01
Monday
Monday
11.1-113-02 .
187-201-01
Mo...nday

Monday

194-200-<il
143-311-01
169-210-01
19J-347-0l
116-487-01
14 7-103-01

Monday

Monday
Monday

Monday
Monday
Monday

/

Mcinday

1% :~00-01

Monday

192-212-01
113-101-02
101-301-01
197-200-02

Monday

Monday
Monday
Monday

.

Monday
Monday
Monday
MOnday
Mond,ay

.

FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION
MODERN AMERICAN FICTION
JUDAISM
AMER. POLITICAL ECONOMY
STEEL DESIGN
FJIND. OF MUSIC I
INTRO. TO POLITI CAL POWER
IN AMERICA
POLICE PUBLIC RELATIONS
ARCHITEqURAL DRAWING I ·
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING I
INTRO. TO PSYCHOLOGY
' ENGINEERING GRAPHICS

114~105-01

111-115-CH
111-305-01
166-10'1-02
104-102-01
182-311-01
182-101-01
14 3-150-01
182-116-Ql
182-116-02 .

Mo..nday
Monday
Monday
Monday

WRITING SCIENCE & TECH.
PERSONAL AD.]USTMENT

r

SURVEY OF MATHE.'!ATICS .
STATISTICS
HIST. OF WESTERN CIV. 1 4
ECONOMICS II
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
ENVIRON. CHEMISTRY
~ INTRO. TO POETRY
ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY
ENGINEERING CHE.'11STRY
BAS!~

101-201-01
101-201-02
101-101-02
. 101-101-06
101-101-09
101-101-05
116-383-01
116-383-02

CONT.
CONT.
FUND.
FUND .
FUND.

I Monday
Monday
Monday

104-101-06
104-101-05
104-101-03
104-101-07
' 113-101-06

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECONIMIC PRINCIPLES
ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
E.CONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ARCH. DRAll!'NG I

Monday
-Monday
Monday
·Monday

ll3-101-04
181-103-01
181-10-3-02
161-101-01

ARCH. DRAWING I
BIOLOGY AUDIO-TUTORIAL
BIOLOGY AUDIO-TUTORIAL
HISTORY OF FILM TECH.

Monday

:13-103~02

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Mond-ay
Monday

Monday
Monday

Monday

, W.;dnesday
Wednesday Wednesday
. Wednesday
Wednesday ·
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

I!ISTRUCTOR

BIOtOGY . I LECTURE
I.AW OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
LAW OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
ALGEBRA &. TRIG •. I
\
ALGEBRA & TRIG. I'
PHYSICS ,l LECTURE

162-101-01 ..,
197-100-01

Monday

,-

ACCOUNTING THEORY
ACCOUNTING THEORY
OF ACCOUNTING I0 F ACCOUNTING I
OF ACCOUNTING- I
FUND. OF ACCOUNTING I
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS .

· ARCH. DESIGN I & LAB

8-10
8-10
- 8-10
8-10
8-10
8-10

JUNGYIRTH
DONOVAN
!VANSON
WILDE
SALISBURY
KENJ)ROll

8-10
8-10
10-Iz'
10-12
10-12
10~12

10-12
10-1_2
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10~12

10-12
12-2
12-2
' 12-2
12-2
12-2
12-2
12-2
12-2
12-2
2-4

I

~~

i

11

RIZZINI
DENNI SI

CLARK

~~

STEIN
JORDAN
DELISE
AYTON

22
22
22
22

LB-201
CL-147
CL-115
CL--208 .
LB-102
LB-105

MANCINI

22
22
22
22
22
22

SB-124
SB-122
SB-125
Ul-130
CL-201
SB-131

6

Ul-129
Ul-129
- SB-121
SB-122
SB-201
CL-207
CL-201
SB-124
·sa-124

BARRY
I

1
I
1

SB-124
Ul-130
CL-122
SB-122
CL-203
-sB-201 ·
&203
cL-202
. LB-103

~COROBOGATY

HARARI
TIERNEY
DENNIS
KNIGHT H.
RUSSO
RUSSO
• STEIN
BAKSH
KENDROll
MUNGER
MCROBERTS
KOCH
KOCH

22

6
6
6
6
7

3
6

22
23

22

LH-130 _
LH-130
SB-124
SB-124

4.-6
4-6
4-6
4-6

BAKSH
BAKSH
BAKSH
DOljNELJ;
AL-HA.'1DOL'NI

22
5
.2
21
21

Ul-129
LH-129·
Ul-129
LH-129
Ul-130

4-6
4-6
4-6
4-6

AL-l1AMD9UN!
HOLSTEIN
- HOLSTEIN
HARLOW

25

2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
4~6

6-10

5
3

lled!,'esday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

,

DECEMBER 18
.Tuesday
181-240-01
Tuesday
164-113-01
Tuesday
182-301-01
·Tuesday
101-401-0·l
Tuesday
183-230~01
Tuesday
166-102 ~ 01
Tuesday
104-301-01
Tuesday
191-'370-01
Tuesday \ 181-101-02
Tuesday_,_ ' 162-\01-02
Tue~ay
Tuesdax

117-363-01
'·194-485-01

Tuesdaf

166 ~3 44-01

Tuesday .
Tuesday
Tuesday

113-101~03

Tues·d-iiy ...

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

104-335-01
116-487-02
· 147-101-01
192-206-01
102-325-02
102-325-01

T~sday

192-210-01
Tuesday
19i-150-01
Tues9ay _ 111-111-01
Tuesday
113-470-01
tUesday
101-102-01
Tuesday
181-230-01
Tuesday
111-214~01
Tuesday · 111-214-02'
1
'
111-214-03
Tuesday
Tuesd-a y
111-213-04
.Tuesday
111-213-02
Tuesday
Tuesday ·
Tuesday

197-200-01
197-200-03
197-200-04
T~sday
197-202-01
Tue~day · 197-202-02
Tues~ay
. 18-1 -201•01.
Tuesday
181-201-02
Tues<lay· . 18r-2cn~o3 ·
. Tuesday .
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

tuesda\.·
TuesdaY

101-101-01
101-101-03
101-10-1 -04
114--231-01
114-231-02
114-231~03 ·

Tuesda y

113-103-03

COURSE
TITLE

Til!E
--==.

CONCEPTS OF ECOLOGY
FRENCH FOR READ. KNOWLEDGE
ORGANIC_ CHEMISTRY

(

• 8-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
.
8-10
HIST. OF WEST. CIVILIZATION II 8-10.
8-10 .
MONEY & BANKING
PRESERVATION OF MATERIALS
8-10
BIOLOGY
LECTURE
8-10 '
WRIT. FOR SCIENCE . & TECH.
,.- 8-10

~;~Ro~~~~ P~~. ~~~RAPHY

COMMUNICATIONS
CURRENT ISSUES. IN EDUC.
, ANCIENT .'& MIDIEVAL WARFARE
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN I
ENGINEERING ECONOMICS
SHEL DESIGN
MUSIC APPRECIATION
CONST;. RIGHTS & LIBERTIES I
INVESTMENTS
INVESTMENTS
EVIDENCE I
INTRO. TO HIST. PRESERVATION
I~"TRO. TO COLLEGE ALGEBRA RECYCLING BUILDINGS
FUND. of. ACCOUNTING 11
MICROBIOLOGY
CALCULUS 11
CALCUtUS 11 .
CALCULUS 11
CALCULUS I
CALCULUS I .
IYTRO. TO PSYCHOLOGY
INTRO. TO PSYCHOLOGY
cllo"TRO. TO PSYCHOtOCY
RESEARC!t METHODS I
RESEARCH METHODS I
COMMUNI~IONS BIO. SCI.
COMMUN.I CATIONS BIO. SCI.
COMMUNICATIONS. BIO. SCI.
FUND. OF ACCOUNTING
FUl\"D. OF ACCOUNTING
Ft:ND. OF .ACCOUNTING
~MECHA.'IICS I STATICS
MECHA.>;ICS I STATICS
MECHA.'lics I STATICS
·ARCH. DESIGN ,I & LAB

. 10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
.10-12
10-12
10-12
10-1,2
· I0'-12

23
7-8-9Mll

12-2
12-2
12-2

-12-2
12-2
12•2

12-2

12-2
12-2
12-2·
12-2
2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4

2~4

2.- 4

2

2
2
2

!Jednesday
Wednesday

SB~l31

2
2
.. 23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

19th CENT. LIT. THE CITY
FRESHWATER & EST. ECOLOGY

. .COLACIOVANNI
COLACIOVAll!II
. : 0' COll!IEU.
O'CON!!ELL

·: I ,
7-8
7-8-9
7
7-8-9
'7
7-8-9

7
3
4
7

s

• ' SCllAFER/NEUSCllATZ 24
NEuSCllATZ
6
NEUSCHATZ
2
· DENNIS 23'
DENNIS
3
WATSON
22 WATSON
. 23
WATSON
}I

DONNELL

22

4-6
4·6
4-6
4-6
4-6

OOllNEU

4

DONNELL

5.

ZlEGEKt
ZIECEKt
ZlEGEl!T

2
3
5 .

6-10

EVA.'IS

LB-102
Ul-,129
CL-122
Ul-128
CL-208 .
SB-201
SB-124
SB-124
Sll-124 .,.
LH-130
IJl-130

8-10

104-101-0 I
104-101-04
104-101-08

I
ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES I ,
ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES I
ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES ' l

Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

113-103-05
161-12)-01
161-122-01

ARCH. DESIGN I & LAB
SUPER 8 FIL!1MAl<ING I
SUPER 8 FILMMAKING I!

JESPERSEN
GOULD

24
24
Z4
24 '
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24 .

CL-208
Ul-128
CL-202
CL-122
T/A
Ul-128
LB-105
SB-124
CL-205
CL-208
SB-121
SB-125

12-2
· 12-2
12-2
12-2
2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4'

8-9 8
3
22
~

BLACKBURN
BLACKBURN
RUSSO
RUSSO

4
2
3
5

LH-130
, Ul-130
Ul-129
Ul-129
Ul-129

BROWN
BROWN
BROWN

1
4
24

Ul-129
LH-129
Ul-129

'Russo

6-10 PM '
7-10 PH
7-10PM

EVANS/RILEY
HARIOll
HARLOW

./

CL-132 '
SB-105
Ul-129
LH-129

.

5-8 TTh
3-:4 M11F
3-4 MllF

/

SB-131
LH--129
Ul-129

'--.

-

SECTION

COURSE
TULE

NUMBER
--,-

.

.

~

• INSTRUCTOR

149-393-01
191-450-01
113-323-02
197-366-01
196-316-01
197-366-0l
162-151-01

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thur sday
Thursday
Thursday

140-201-01
140-301-01
113-201-03
'113-201-01
193-221-03
193-221-04 .
193-340-01

Thursday 199-100-03
Thursday - 199-100-04
. Thursday 199- rng-06

ART CULTURE OF MOD • . [UROPE
AMERICA.'! NATL. CHARACTER
BOTANY
COMl'OTER PROGRAMMING
• PHYSICS II '
CONST. METH. & MATERIALS
MAJOR FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS ,
CONST. ASPECTS CRIM. LAW I
co~ ASPECTS CRIM. LAW I
QUANT. BUSINESS ANALYSIS I

8-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
!1-10
8-10

SCHUYLER
POTTER
VILLIARD
.O'CONNELL .
PARKE
DELISE
MANCINI
HuilsT
·HURST
NELSON

8~10

8•10

4

CL~ll5

4
4

CL-207
Ul-130

4

SB~l21

4

CL-203
CL-205
CL-122
Ul-129
Lll-129
CL-208

4

4
4
2
21 •

THEATRE PROMOTION · & PUBLICITY
GROUP PROJ. IN HIST. PRES.
HIST. OF AltCHITECTURE
ADVANCED PSYOIOLOGY
POLITICS & LITERATURE
ADVAN CED PSYCHOLOGY
INTERMEDIATE PHOTO.

10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-U
10-12
10-12

GRANoGEORGE
JOROAN
HOLLINSHEAD
SCHAFER/DENNIS

METH. IN SOCIAL STUDIES

12-2
12-2

BARRY ,
. CL-208
9
SPURGIN .
Ul-128
5
SPURGIN'
LH-128
.4 ,
Ul-130
MILES
Ul-130
MILES
5.
SHOl\E/DAVIS 3:30-4:55W CL-121-3

READING DE.VELOPMENT
CONVERSATIONAL/READ. ENGL.
. /.. LAii CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
LAW CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
MIME. WORKSHOP
INT. MOD JAZZ
ADV AN CED TECHNIQUE I '
ARCHITECTURAL DRAW.III
ARCHITECT_uRAL· DRAW '- Ill .
LAW OF CONTRACTS
!AW OF CONTRACTS
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

-{~~~~ ~ i~i~~
, INTRO. TO SOCIOLOGY

MILES
DENNIS
MICHALIK

12:..2
12-2
12-2
12-2

\

.2-4
2-4
2-4
- 2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4

DAVIS
DAVIS
~SAGLIA

TES'SAGLIA
.0
?OZZI
POZZI
POZZI

4-6
4-6
' 4-6

PAULY
PAULY
PAULY

25
TBA

25
25
25
25
25-26

. 5-6MllF
5-6MllF
6-7-8F

,

T/A
CL-121
Ul-128
CL-122
CL-207
CL-122
LB-103

CL-121-3
CL-121-3
IJl-130

· 2•

Ul~l30

21
22
23

Ul-129
Ul-129
LH-129

6
22
23

Ul-129
Ul-129
LH-129

5
5
5
S
5
5
5
. 21_

Sll-205
SB-1-24
IJl-130
CL-122
LH-128
• cL-115
CL-208
CL-208

CL-201
CL--122
SB-122

,\

.~

LH~l'29- ·

IJl-129 •.
LH-129
CL-208
CL-208
511-124
SB-124
51-124
SB-124
SB-.124
SB-124
LH-129
LH-129
IJl-129

/·

!£

' SECTIClll

' !MGE!

-ll:STRUCTOR

\
DECD!llll

n·
HOLSTEIN
VON RIESEN
MERSHON
. l'IANCINI
DEllNlS
SZENllER
CHASE
CHASE

181-JOl-OI
182'-191-02
181-220-01
196-310-01
197-322-01

..

Friday
· Friday

193-100-01
192-305-01
li6-33'1-01

Friday

ill-114~01

INTRO. TO PARALEGAi.iSM
SEK. DRUGS & NARCOTICS I
FLUID MECHA.'IICS '
ALGEBRA & TRIG II

10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12

WRIGHT
SCOROBOGATY
DEMARCO
Cl!A!(PLIN

21 ·
2l
21
21

\
PERIOD

'; Friday
Friday
Friday

141-312-01
105-100.,03
·1os-100-04

MODERN ART
PRIN. OF MANAGEMENT
~RIN. OF MANAGEMENT

12-2
12-_2
12-2

RUSSELL
CARR
CAAa

26 .

Friday
friday
Friday

112-109-01
112-109-02
112-109-03

SB-L31

./

Fr~day

CL-147
IJl-129

163-12~01

192-201-01
192-201-02

DEVELOP • BIOLOGY
PRIN ., OF CllEMISnT I
l!AaINE ZOOLOGY
PSYCH. OF POLITICAL BEHAVIOR
HllllAN SEXUALITY
THE POET . & THE MARKETP!ACE
SUIST. ClllMlNAL LAW I
SUBST. CRIMINAL LAW I

8-10
8-10.
8-10
8.,-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
8.- 10 .

Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Fri clay

25-26

lllSTRUCTOR

8~ 10

Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

, Thursday 194-330-01
Thursday 162-106-02
.. Thursday . 167-121-0I
' Thursday 193-120-01
Thursday l!JJ-120-02
Thursday 149-131-01

CL-147
CL-138
C-120A - CL-201
'
CL-20li
LB-102
LB-105
CL-203
IJl-129
.Ul-129

19
163-340-01
181-360-01

LOGIC
LOGIC
ALGEBRA & TRIG.
ALGEBRA & TRIG.
ALGEBRA & TRIG. I \

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

CL-201
CL-208
CL-122
SB-124
CL-202

2-3
2

JORDAN
FULFORD
ANDERSON
TIERN.EY
FICORILLI.
COLAGIOVA.'1!11

j

DECE~tBER

MCGOWAN
COLAGIOVANNI
IANNUCELLI
IANNUCELLI

160-103-01

CL-123
SB--124
CL-115
CL-203
SB-124
SB-131
LH-130
LH-130

SB-125

Ul-130
CL-138
-ul-129
CL-132

2.

MCGowAN

-~ Wednesday
~'Ulfi!ER

INTRO. TO CORRECTIONS
MATRIX ALGEBRA
INSURANCE
INS URAN~

160-103-02
ill-113- 03
-111-113-04
111-113-05

I

\

2

4~6

COURSE
TITLE

192-330-01
111-331-01
102-305-01
1 02-305-02

t-.tednesday

DAY.

INSTRCCTOR

~'

SECTION

ZIEGERT
STOUT
SCHUYLER
PROVOST
GRANDGEORGE
HOLLINSHEAD
AYTON
l!ANCINI
BLAC1G!URN
CHAMPtIN
FINGER
KNIGHT, H.

• Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
·2

• CHASE.
CHASE

114-333-01
ELEMENTS OF MACH. DESIGN I
10-12
196-370-01 ·
URBAN & METRO . POLITICS
10-12 ·
162-100-11
EXPOSITORY WRITING
10-12
1
IU-111-02
INTRO .- TO COLLEGE ALGEBRA
10-12
149-371-01
DIRECTING PRINCIPLES
10-12
113-323-01
. HIST. OF ARCHITECTURE
"-10-12
147-105-01
MUSIC . HISTORY I
10~12
196-100-02
INTRO. TO POii' •. POWER Ill AMER.
10- 12
160-251-01
ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY
10-12
111-122-01
QUANT. BUS. ANALYSIS II
' .10-14
163-220-01
CHILDREN'S ' LITERATURE
10-12
113-201-02 ARCH. DRAWING Ill
10-12

DECEMBER 20 .
Thursday 166-322-0 I
'l'!>ursday 191-415-0 I
Thursday 181-210-01
Thursday 117-295-01
Thursday 112-110-01
Thursday 116-:i81-02
Thursday 196-358-01
Thursday 192-203-02
Thursday l 92-20l_-Ol
Thursday 111-121-01

CHASS Al NG
' B:ARRY
STEIN
TESSAGLIA
BROWN
DELlSE
AYTON
MiLES
IANNUCELl--I
IANNUCELLI

STEIN
MERSHON
WATSON
DELISE
KENDROW
/ FINGER

_Th-ursda y

LH-130
SB-124
SB-124
LB(103

6
' 7

llAKE.'IAN
JESPERSEN
VON RIESEN
DONNELL
PAYSON
WATSON
BROWN
'MUNGER
FICORILLI
SZENHER

11-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
8-10

I

_Tuesday\
SECTION
m.:mER

162-100 ~ 01

193-221-02
193-221-01

.HIST . OF WEST. ·CIV. - I
BIOLOGY I LECTURE ,
COLONIALISM & IMPERIALISM
CONST. METHODS & MATERIALS
PRIN. OF CHEMISTRY I
EXPOSITORY WRITING
LAW OF CONTRACTS
LAW OF CONTRACTS

Ul ~ l29

6
2

EVANS

~ednesday

Wednesday
· 'Wednesday
llednesd;<y
,, Wednesday
Wednesday
, Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

Ul-129
LH-129
LH-129,

I

LANG ELLO
LANG ELLO
LANG ELLO
LANG ELLO
·TIERNEY
TIERNEY
AL-HAMDOUNI
\ AL-HAMDOUNI

12-4

. ,

166-101-01
181-ljll-03
166-326-01
166-381•01
182-191-01

PHYSICS
PHYSICS
PHYSICS

LECTURE
LECTURE
LECTURE

2-4
2-4

2-4

A.'ITONELLI ~
ANTONELLI
A.'ITONELLI

6
7

CL~l32

LB-102
LH-129
Ul-129
Ul-129
Ul-129
,L H-!29

'
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News1naker

:

\

To look at his new l.D. picture,
which. portrays a smirking face with
eye-brows raised, anyone might
think he was in urgent need of
counseling. But to look at his val-idine picture, yo.u may even agree
that he could be normal. ·
Somewhere in between the two is
w here the real Rob W_$i}ker can be
found. Just as someone would be
hard up to attach total normalcy as
one of Rob's traits, they would also
be wrong to assume that he-actual)y
needs counseling especially since he
is one of the _ones who does the
counseling at RWC.
Rob, a senior,_ has been a ' Peer
Counselor for three years, whic_!i fits
in very well with his major -of
Psychology. As a Peer Counselor
· Rob spends many of his waking
hours listening, nodding and
throwing in an occasional yes, no or
uh-huh; a little known art that take~
many hours of practice.
Psychology and related activities
take ·up almost too much of Rob's
time. For -instance, he is the local
president of PsiChi; the national
honorary fraternity · for undergraduate psychology majors.
which now has a local branch at
RWC because Rob and Joseph
Neuschatz of the Psychology
Department decided it W.!!S - time
there was o_ne at the school.
RQb is also the co-founder of the
the
RWC Psychology Club,and

Shy Unit 1 boy, what's your n-ame? Where
are you from?
Peter and Bryan, Beware the baby powder·
man will strike again. Luv, Pinky, Shuffl•and Hunbun
Little Ray has loose lips when he drinks. HP
plus 7up plus grain equals smooch

Spotlight: ,
'Varsity Club .

was designed by its leaders to
support the athleti<; teams of RWCpregnancies.
and to promote school spirit,
All of this probably explains for whether teams are winning or
the strange questions Rob has been losing. Lately, the club, has bee~
asking his ·friends lately:"If you supporting more loses than wins. Although the men's bask~tball
became pregnant, would you say it
happened because a)you wanted a team has a 1 and 4 record, and the
baby. b)he wanted a ,baby, c) your " hockey team has a 2 and 5, the
mother wanted a baby, ,d)yo!}r sister varsity club's president, Donna
wanted a baby,e)your friend wanted Oliver, says_ "that makes us cheer
a baby,f)the neighbor wanted a louder."
Ace'ording to Oliver, the club was
baby,gfoo11e of the above."
Of course, there 'is more to Rob organized to keep students inlormed
Walker's'life than psychology. Take of all RWC games - whether
the house he lives in on the Cape in women's or men's _ to promote
Chatham, for instance: Rob likes school spirit, and to otter good
the house.but not because it's the clean f.un for everyone." The club
MAKING THE NEWS-•<Rob
oldest
house in the whole town(built was formed this semester:
- Walker, a ~sychol~ major, .IS; one
"Sq far we're doing everything we
in the early 1700's),or because it has
of RWC's leading studenbi with
set
out to do. We do have a lot more
its
own
carpenter
shop,
or
because
many accompllshmentB behind lilm.
he can park 12 cars in the garage, or 'things planned- for next semester,
vice- resident this year. But even
because he can both see and hear all oti~ of which is to have concession
this is not the end of the time he three sets of church bells in the town stands at all of the student _senate
spends doing' 'psychic' 'things. ·
from his room, or because the events and movies. At these events,
- One of the most interesting neighbors have a prize _-winning
·we will sell soda, potato chips,
things Rob does in the psychology garden next to his back yard.
pretzels and'other-food."
field brings him in contact With a Rather, Rob enjoys going home
Many students, according to
characteris,tically !>pecific group of because he always has free choice of · Oliver, are confused about the
people: adoless_ent f$!m~les- who hav.e which of the seven bathrooms he varsity club, and think the club is
become pregnant. This is not Rob's . feels like using at the j:ime. Now actually the cheering squad. "We're
way of improving his love life, but that's some house.
-not the cheering squad, although
rather a two-year-long project which
· Even though he may sport a not- next semester we hope to join
will eventually amo~nt to _two ex- so-normal l.D. card, and likes to togeth er. P atty B?wer, t he ch eermg
·
tensive papers.
bounce his -)ight-blue Pinto around . squad's leader agrees."
Rob and Joe Neuschatz have on the road, and has been known to
"So far, the varsity club alone
already presented the first of these answer to the name'Rob-o, ' many consists of about 30 people. Next
papers to· the i;:astern Psychology people who know him still find him semester, with the addition of the
AssoCiation. It dealt with statistics normal enough to 1talk to him for cheering squad, and some more
of · adolescent pregn_ancy.
Their long periods of time to help_ him people, we_ s.hould ~ be doing well.
second presentation . will · deal with practice his nods, yeses, nos and uh- Because we lost our vice-president
how those women account for their huhs.
this year due to a heavy work load,

SweeJ Lenny, John Shaft, the casanova
legend must've been true, but the midnight
rides to Almeida must be killing .you .
Signed.. Gueu who? .
To SLL. How's the nice guy in ·the green
sweater? P.A.A., P.O. NF
Deb, you slaw dance like a prq.

Who Cares: When I go to Florida, and if I go
ta Florida, it is-none al your Business. And
when you need a jab same day diln't bo -th er
coming to me unless you have a broom .
Signed Belushi

Deb, glad to see that you are now free and I
am on my way.

Greg& mlly-Lo~e the way ya disca--Teach

Elle~-We'll. miJs you.-toa.

GoadJ.uck! Love

ya 'he 3rd floor

Daktarl--ls it true that Clarence is really
cross-eyed??

Bogan, looks'iike that turnip is growing.
M.M.

a.nee, even· though we give you a lot of
grief, we all love you! ! Unltll
Twonle: Stop playing with it
Smlllng Steve, Happy .Birthday XXX-000
(t!ieglrls)
L- -Don't worry, you prince will come!
Dazed , and .confusion our out of our lives

now! K.B..

'

Belushi-did _any one tell you - that your a
P.l.T.A'? Wellljustdid!
. Hey Stoner, Keep it up_ Lisit~

~

Mr. Ed, wish we could get closer, but with
all those boyfriends .?

Dear Tommy, it was 10 o'clock qne friday
night , and you were 15 minutes .- late.
WHY!?!

To the Motor Lodge blondle with the blue
eyes and blue down jacket, whe re have you
been all my life? From another blonde

Prep hair?

Does water penetrate thru your

B:F.F heard your party was a reai b-ust!
Goooch, ii you don't stop hanging ;,,oons

Wanted - New 1980 model work study
person . Must be able to type, paste-up ,' and
buy own sodas. Will !rode in brok~tn down
7_9 model wit){i!19~000 on it. N'eeds e·~gine
work . ~~>nta_~t;H~H b-

you 're gonna see stars!

Roger, I really want ta feel you bean;!.,...
'J

Smiling Steve, are you going to wea r--you r
birthday suit ioday?
-

. • i' l

Happy Birthday Sue In 3
To Unit 2, Merry Christmas and o Happy
New Year, Luv, Unit 3
.
Merry Chrlstmaa ·2nd floor-

From your

honorary members

Norb, what do you do late at night? _
Dvug - You hetJer get: your act together
before i(s too 'late, .
;;

rk: g~y-;-w~o .~id

a. Lea's:
he didn't want
your girlfirend, we gave him dark
glasses and a ~eei'2.I!_ eye dog .
Margaret -

Look out , Mega ·Men are

everywhere!

\Dh .1 •.;rIT

To R.A.L. Won't you miss all the excitement
here at R.W.K.?'?< viT
/

1f 0P~rty, Who ' was - fooling
·
who? Signed the 'Oiallengers ,

To the Unit

To Steven K-Why don't yoo grow up and act
yourself for a change. Signed Y°'I
To al_! the llght-lghta: Merry Dica and a
Happy New Gurd.
Wanted··One male who knows where his
head is at and who does things when:he says
he's gonna. Qrgent! Please contact tbe
Quill.oesperate
-Doges: Don't you have to see it burni·ng? .

Jim in Unit 6 says hello to Marty in Unit 11 .

Sunshine, I lave you ; Happy Anniversary
~ve· always J-1

Belushi : Is it true you 're not coming back
next ·semester , because your father bought
Florida? Signecjly;ho cares
_
,

Sun Lamp, the sun shines better on Malibu ,
May ·your sun_lomp forever burn - Never a
Fool Twice
·
·

~reen:Wotch!OUT ! There's a bomb in your
roo.m. The Mod Bomber

Guys in Unit 7 - I thi nk you 'r e outstanding
10 Mile Laugh : If only you didn 't go after
Rolls Royces . Signed Old B~g
'
Mike (unit 9) What's your pleasu re tonight?
.Barbara
Matt - Where's the party ?
Andre, I can barely- wa ft till tonight, mmmmm can you?

Milnes - Deflate your head. It's blown up a
little loo much . •

Studley, We' re beginning to wonder if you
_can- -Prove It! _!bree'a Company
One fruitloop said ,. ..
Joe in unit 2 ·:who will be your next girl
form unit 11 ··you 'll never guess
To the guy with the ' li ghtening bolt- -Love
your B~uick ! ! ! S.P.You need o girlfrie nd.
concerned friends

Signed Your

Belushi is so big, he h~s to slow down for
speed bumps Dr. D
Greg--don 't waste your time , if ypu know
what I mean.
I

In the last . issu~ of the Quill
(November 14, '1979), in the article,
"Rat Will be Different ~y Next
Spring· Semester," student senate
vice-president Monica Letourneau was quoted as saying the entire
_snack bar area is not being
redecorated because, "We talked to
Vice-president McKenna, but . he
said there wasn't enough money at
the time." '
'
This is not the case, 'said
Letourneau. The re~on for not
redecorating the entire snack bar·
area was not due to lack of money,
but oecause intersession was too
-short a time period to complete such
a large area.
In the article entitled, "Mediocre
Attendance ends Goal Discussion
it was stated tha_t ail futther
meetings of the All-Colleg~
Council's open discussions on the
goals and objectives of RWC had
been cancelled. lfowever, Chairman
Bart Schiavo definately · cancellec
only · the first meeting, and will
hold the future discussions if attendance warrants.

To Andre-Why don't you like wise little
kids? JR

few exceptions.

.IJQn, Bab, and Bryan, we'll miss you Love
unit tw·e lve

Corrections

Monica L. ·what makes you think you're so
special? S.L

Ruf Ruf yo.ur MC(mms ._

Let's shoat every male in sight, with a

another one ,next semester. I.think
we'll have a good turnout for that,
one."
This semester, the officers are
_Donnllo_ Oliver, pr~sident; Chris
Carr, secretary and Cindy Schell,
treasurer. -The club:. advisor is
Athletic Director Hector Massa.

Happy Birthday Kelly Fram Kelly

<..

Beaver:Hey Wally, where can I go to get the
boa .
Jen -

:
:

'·'l****************************f
The recently formed varsity club yte'll have to hold elections for

Rob -Walker: Psyching Out
By Jane Scott

· ·

me! ! lleaver:Hey Wally, doRWC women
keep the change? .
Wall.y:Dor't be a Dopey kid Beave, go U.P ta
Apartment 334 and ask them.
Disco Huck,ANOTHER Disco BITES THE
DUST, Signed a Rock and Roller

Fruit-of-the-Loom: How's it hanging Fram
the Loaera

Beluchi-0.K. Don't say bello!

Hey Nick
tube.

Taxi: You used to be sweet
You used to be neat
·aut the taxi's treat,
is as low as your feet.

I he·ard your mom was a test

To my friends on the 3rd floor north-I'll miss
ya all. Take care and good luck always
Ellen .
Hey Ten•see Tuxedo who are you
babysitling over Christmas? all ua Jlttle
kid•
Doug - What the hell is your problem?
Waly':Don't be a goofy kid Beave, go see the
snake woman .

A Paa~nger

Hey Bug' - You could have been a goad
friend , but the Nuclear War Fare was too
;,,uch Good Luck with your personals , it's the·
only th ing Puny about you . Ten Mlle Laugh
NlghtOown Kia: Is 11 true th-;,! it always is
hung up in the bathroom and never worn .
Signed Blow up Stacie

~thanks for the ride.
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- Entertainment and Reviews
For Those-who .Like
Shakesp~are's Way
_'

.
By Rachel Perry
All' the world's a stage .. ,and that
includes the RWC Coffeehouse as
~een in its Main Season Production
of William Shakespeare's "As You
Like It." Directed by William
Grandgeorge, this theatrical
.Production marks a new exper!ence
for the Coffeehouse,,since this is the
first Shakespeare to be performed
. "'
. · ·, ,.
there . ., ·
In keeping with this n~w direction,
:the Coffeehsrnse was converted into
traditional 16th century playhouse
'i·~ not unlike the globe the~tre in
;England. It lends a very comfortable •
'llfmosphere to the whole produc-:.

was banished with her father, and is
best friends with his daughter,
played by MaryAnn/ Taylor. When
Roselind _gets banished, the two of
them set off for the forest in search
oflove and adventure.
Both Whittle and Taylor are rn
complete command of their
characters, and the relationship
between the two was,genuine:
Once ' at the forest, they, meet an
assortment 6f interesting characters.
My favorite was Jauques, excellently
played by Paul Farrell. Jauques was
a melancholy fellow and a true
character.
There were so many others who
·Hon.
also gave good performances _it is
"As You Like It" is a ,delightful
impossTiile to mention them all.
play of l'ove and nature -- and the wit
The set is w0nderful -- you would
that every man and woman uses to
never know it was the Coffeehouse
.get what they want.
unless you had seen other
. Caralyn Whittle played the part of' productions.
.
'. Roselind, a very high class daughter ,
Although the play does get boring AS THEY: LIKKIT--The RWC Coffeehouse put on
Of a nobleman- who had b~en'
at times, perhaps because of the / their first Shakespeare production ever this week--"As
banish~d from · his kingdom. She
dialogue, it is a must to.see.
lives in the home of the Duke who

'a

You Like It." The show was a big success.·

,.

"

I

,

.Tuning.Jn On Musical Variety
By Carolan Whittle
.
Once again, a Cofffeehouse Troupe_
has hoofed their way · through
,musical styles with class. The
·musical revue, A Little Tra.velin'
·Music consisting of ' eight very
capable performers with ) musical
numbers were · a treat for the
audience. The performers s~emed to
be having a great timi;;, too.
The four women, Dawn Bates,
Lynda Boy9, Racheal Perry, and
Terri Ziegler; d'e '110nstrated that
"Cell Block Tango" continues to be
a revue hit. Bates deserves commendation for her vers~on of
"Autumn." Ziegler carried her part
in "Nobodv's Perfect" with aploi:nb~

Boyd's belt in "City Lights" brought
· the house down'. Special mi:ntion·to
Perry , for her . sultry; · confident
rendition of Dan Fogelburg's
"Sketches."
Dennis Perrault and Thom Millt:r
proved how well the cast's -voices
blended with their duet, "Pretty
Woman." Paul Farwell',s number,
· "Fallin," displayed his talent to sell
a song. "We . can Talk to Each
Other" was done with flair by Joe
Dignoti.
The high_ point of the evening
oi;c~rred as this expressive group
charged through acharming "Train
1

Medley" at the end of Act II. The
cast and, medley were most impressive and left the audience
·scr,eaming for more.
Thom Miller, the set designer, \
earned another round of applause>
An advantage of his splashy set was
that the audience could see the
drummer, Karen Mellor, and the
pianist, Dianner Crowell, in action.
Beth Shimmon deserves credit for
her classy costume _designs. ' A.'
special thanks to Dr. -M. Swanson
for a beautiful duet arran1?ement of
"The Fir~t Time Ever I Saw Your
Face."

l .

t'

Campu& Pape1bac.k f>estselle~s.
1. Chesapeake, by James Michener. (Fawcett. $.~·~5.)
Multi-family saga alon~ Maryland;s Eastern Shore: f1ct1on.

8 Dancers
Give Their ,All

STUDENT SENATE ~OC. COMM.
PRESENTS ·_:_ .
,~

MISTLETOE
MADNESS
WEEI<END
-

'

Bv Carolan Whittle
For four nights last week, the
-2. A Distant Mirror, by Bartia~a W. Tuchman. (Ballantine .
Coffeehouse came alive and sucked
$6.95.) Europe ih the 14th century.
· the audience into a whirlwind of
.
'
movement. Kelli Wicke Davis,-:, 3. The Far Pavilions, by M. M. Kaye. (Bantam. $2.95.) High - director' of the Roger Williams
adventure and love in the tiimalayat: · ficti~n.
·
College Dance Theatre, took a
multi-talented group of faculty and
4. In Search of History, by Theodore H. White. -(Warner,
students· and presented a fine and
$5.95.) Memoirs of a journ~list.
·
fun show.
Diana Dinsmore, cho,reographer of
5. Mommie Dearest, by Christina Crawford. (Berkley,
"Laughin' iri Rh~llm" or ·'it's a
$2. 75.) Life with mo,ther-: Joan Crawford
Great World After -Alf," showcased
her sense ofhumot·and dance styles.
6. The World According to Garp, by John Irving. (Pocket.
'c·~
Not o~ly was the c~tuming coI,orful,
$2. 75.) Hilarious adventures of a son of a famot:JS m_;>ther.
but the varied choreography let each
performer have ttieir- tum to shine,
7. Evergreen, by Belva Plain. (Dell, $2:75.) Jewish immiespecially
the. three Ruben beapties
. grant woman's climb from poverty on lower Manhattan.
on their Hoppity Horses.
~
f
"Backing Up", ·choreographed ·by
8.The. Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCullough . (Avon, $2.50.)
Rachel Perry, was perfoi;med by
Australian tar:nHY S{:lga: fiction
00
herself and Robert· Barker. Rachel
11~
is- a tigress and the attack these
9, Scruples, by .)udi!h 'Krantz. (Warner, $2.75.) Rags to
'
\
'
.
dancers give to their performance
. riches in the, fashion world: fiction .
·
,.
was wild and untamed. They were
10. Wifei°by Judy, Blunie (Pocket.$2.50) Housewife's ex- · beautiful and awesome.
"Beginnings," a inime , ·piece
periences on road to em<?tional maturity: fiction. .
_
designed by Gary Shore created the·
Compiled by The Ch~omcte ot H1g.her Education from <,-,formation
effect _ of a mirage. The _casual
supplied by college yores throughout the country Decemocr 3. 1979,.
primitiveness had the audienceenchanted.
Kelli-Wicke Davis' "Heros," using
David Bowie themes, incorporated
every girl's fantasies . Lisa
Rosemholm, the spotlight performance with Sean ~ Curran, '
confidently executed her role and
Careers Tomorrow, by'Gene R. Hawes. (NAL!Pl urne, $4 .-95. )
was a pleasure to watch:
Growth opportunities in the JOb market.
The .
. final
piece
~ntftled Vanish-ing · Species"
Jack's -Book·: an Oral Biography of Jack Kero.1.J<:1.::. (Penguin
choreographed by Deborah Den_nis
$3 .95.) Story of the "King of the Beats ~·
to the music "A Metronome," was
P~ople of the Lake. by Rictiard E. Leakey. V» -" 1'- $2.75.)
fascinating. Sean Curran, w.!10
00
- appeared iri all but one of the pieces
M::lnkind and its beqinnings .
in the show, is a forceful dancer and ,,
Ass0c1 ;1t1nn of An1: •11can Puhlish·::•·.
i shone throughout the evening.
l!E=========================~

111---------------December 14

A Christmas
-with

.

'

-

I

Pan>~:

.S econd -Socif~ty

Adm.-$1. I 9:00 PM

New & ·Recommended -

CAFE

Rizzz

IN THE CAFE

Adm. -$2. I 9:00 PM

~·· -..._..,_-.i -
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS SURVEY IS TO GIVE THE
STUDENT BODY THE OPPORTUNITY TO CHOOSE
THE ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE SPRI;NG SEMESTER.

ENTERTAINMENT

\

ROCK
(PICK 5 (OF THE FOLLOWING)'

(PICK 3 OF THE FOLLOWING
OR O~LY 2 WITH ·•.)
1. BOB ANDERSO-N
*2. St;:COND WIND
' \. \_ .
*3. TOM STANKUS
4. PARTNER IN CRIME PARTNERS
*5. ROGER BELL
·~

1. SMITH BROS.
2. MOLLY MACGREGOR
3. MUNDANES

' if·

11. MONT AGE .
. 12. MERTZ BROS;
13. WILD TURKEY BAND . ·
14. SIL VERA DO
15. ARROW
16. HOT HEAD SLATTER · .
:17. MACARTHY RICHARDS

ON·MUSIC
(PICK 3 OF THE FOLLOWING')
1. A. WHITNEY BROWN.- COMED
2. 0. J. ANDERSON - "GOOD T--~-3. MR. FINGERS - MAGIC/A
LOCO-MOTION vA
5. W.C. · FIELDS IMPILl ...u~
6. TRENT ARTERBE

11

I

I

.

'·

ON-ROCK ~
(PICK 4 OF THE F

. . . . .._

4. DOWNCHILD F==!~~...-~·
5. SECOND wrN..
6. STAR
7. TOO MUC~ TOO S~..__.
8. CHANNEL ONE
JAZZ
9. BLUE LIGHTS
10. SAMMY BROWN &.. FRED - FOLK
1 1 . SPUD CITY - SOUTHERN DUO

-

33.

\

D ilLUSION
IN. _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

WRIT~

I •

after ·completing this survey just drop it in· the box outside the_se~ate office.

-LET'S HEAR FROM YOU!
RAT-CHARLIE/253-341 f
'NON-MUSIC· KAREN 13122

ROCK-SCOTT/253-3411
NON-ROCK ~MONICA/3137
/

I

,

P.S. Merry -Christmas & Happy New Year.

OR DRO~· DOWN THE SEN A TE OFFICE. ,
•

1

1
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En-tertainment and Reviews
The~

PFAnd
By Bart Bauer
Within the world of music, a lot of
shoes get walked on, and P.F. and
the Flyers is one of those pairs of
shoes.
The band P.F. and the Flyers
rocked the RWC audience with
songs from recent lists of America's
Top Forty in the cafeteria on Friday,
'

-

Flyers ,

December7.
Their reputation of rock -and roll
lead to a high level of anticipation,
within the crowd. As the show
progressed , this anticipation turned
out to be a waste of energy.
Their ,nyo previous performan~es,
the first on the closine: nie:ht , of
Sprin_g Weekend 1978, was filled -

with power in a all-stops-pulled
performance. Then at .Commencement Ball 1979 P.F. did
another thriliing performance, this
time for the seriior class.
Apparently,time took its toll, as the
performance last Friday was as
exciting as a concert over a- transistor AM radio.
Opening the show with Night
Moves, the'_ lead singer, __ Paul
Franklin, began forcing out vocals
to songs by Foriegner, B~b Seger,
Dire-. Straits and the Eagles. Playing
-through sets filled with a
monotonous progression of '!op 40
hits, the crowd barely asked for an
encore. Coming on stage, the group
~mitted they were short of songs,
and fin_ally played a rousing version
of Bob Seger'~ Rambling Man.
The show was however highlighted
by Lea:d Guitarist Poncho Vidal,
and Percussionist-'Buti;h' Giachelli.
. Despite these highlights the _overall
performance was not up to the usual
standard, and the name P.F. and
the Flyers should remain within the
·world of shoes.

SLIGHTLY LAME--PF apd The Flyers put on a medlocr~ show.
\

~Calliop_e

Does Poetry Justice

examples of both categories. 'tune?" The question that is not
Fortunately, the. large bulk of the asked is: How responsible are you
material in Calliope is of the former for events that happen because of
category - re~ulting _ in a collection your actions - either for good or
that is quite impressive.
bad. The ques~ion is never anSOIL LOGIC, by Sherry Solomon; swered , leaving a vague discord th<:tt
,is a fine example of a poem that asks never defines itself.
a .seemingly simple question about
ALtiOST HOME ~GAIN-;<- by
the results of an individual's action Laurie Taylor, a poet raised in New
•- in this case those of,a gardener. .Yorkbut':now living in Minneapolis,
The nl_lrrator can readily see she, is _ Minn. ;-examines a common .theme ..
responsible· for "this garden I've _ of writers: · coming home again __:_
planted-with
green: _ things and asks the question: what has
everywhere at night", , but also changed? The person, or the place
wonders, "Did I also plant the-squel ... or both?
C?f_the frog in the snake's mouth,-or
"Check back. Did the sky-always
-the bamboo wind chime's hollow lean against
those hills?-(almost
cozily) and did the hills-cuddle the
road like this?" she asks,- With lhe
narrator are her children-=- who not
only are oblivious to this in-=tros_pection going on, but are busy
"hunting something of Minnesota :"
- trying to find their own land, marks to plant in their memories ...
thus, perhaps someday to ask the
same question .
On a much more chilling ' level is
- _.
.
-By Biii Winter
human element is what makes "Star THE . CRAZY WOMAN UPBy St!ven Fusco
album. The album, "Vt"ctt'm of
Trek" differeµt from the cardboard STAIRS, by Mary Kratt, who lives
"Star Ttek - The Motion Pie- caricatures
·
' wars " or t he
· early ture"
of "S tar
Rock fans who- remember Elton Love " h'tt t h e record stores tn
in Charlotte, NC, and who's first
.quite simply fulfills every
·
John as the 'main staple of pop-rock October _ unfortunately it will
cosmic
silliness of - "Close collection of po·e ms will be
. the first half of the 70's had never hit the charts.
promise the original television-- E ncoun
.. t ers " ,- an d ma-kes th'ts a
m
published this winter.
,
program ever made. ..
· · th t
t
I
a·
fl
th
The album's seven tracks drone- on
.
movie
a no on y re e mes e
reason to be skeptical as Elton
· an · The poem is an. examination of fear
Combining the shdw's origt'nal 1·tn~1'ts of th e genre b y presentmg
f h
attempted his much publicized
di 1 N
_:__ the type of fear that is only half
en
ess
y.
one
o
t
em
contain
the
theme
of
accepting
those
who
are
t
I
h
·
t'
second coming.
,h k th
h · d
l'k
ac ua
umams 1c message- b ut seen through the occasionally ·
oo s
at
otste
songs t e different with_ multi-million dollar
·
·
The 3,000 fans who witnessed the "Bennie and the Jets" to number
makes it lots of_fun to boot.
shift-ing 'fog of reality. The 'crazy
special effects, "Star Trek" paints a
September 15th sell-out concert at one. A banal disco v ersion of Chuck humanistic picture of man against
woman' cries c,ut as trains go bythe Boston Music _Hall were Berry's rock Classic .J ohnny B. .the vastness of space. · answering." It is_a smooth sytle of
awestruck when Elton dashed Goode kicks off side one, the album · T he movie begins several years
writing, where the sylables shift _
thrpugh over two hours of back-to- goes down-hill f_rom there. The title a ft er- t h e completion of the·
under you, but never .quite give way
basics roclc and roll. Elton favorites track is the album's ouly-redeeming E nterprise
·• •s fi1ve year m1ss10n .
as the poem tiptoes around the pit of
.were belted out with the enthusiasm . quality, and even this song is lifeless. sudd enIy, a h uge cIoud o f energy
unconscious nightmares.
Not all the poems are complete
that had been lacking for so long. It . "Victim of Love" is an em- appears, ripping through Klingon
successes, unfortunately. In A
appeared to all present that the barrassment to Elton John. !,should space, and heading straight for
By William Frledm~
" Old" Elton was back!
sooner wait for the second coming of Earth.· James Kirk, now an· admiral
·
If you're looking for a quiet night · THUMP AGAINST THE HOUSE.
With _renewed hope Eltos--John the New York Mets than to raise my pus h'mg papers tn
· s~n F ranc1sco,
··
·
ts
out, t h e Village 'Yavern is the place · also by Mary Kratt, a bird flying
·
fans awaited the release of his new hopes again for Elton John. reumted
with his old crew: "Bones",
to go. Located on Metacom Avenue into her window pane is compared
now a country doctor; -Spock, who
in Bristol, the Village Tavern is to - a "great hand smacking-this had taken up a religious life on
conveniently located and easy to' brick box." One can only wonder
reach from campus. The Village about the' size of the bird or the
Vulcan;-and Chief E11gineer Scotty,
still fiddling with the Enterprise's
Tavern prides_itself in its spacious hous_e.
PASSOVER , by Jean Nordhaus.
~ngines.
surrounding, offering its customers
By Bart Bauer
His show was _comp~sed of several.
Aboard a/ .sleek, redesigned
fi~e food and drink at mo9est .who is an_editor oll-the Washington
Review, is _another not -quite effort.
Robots and motorcycles were different mime techniques, in- .- Enterprise, they go forth to find out
prices.
tran:Scribed from the imagination eluding a very interpretive piece ' w·ho- or what- was this cloud. After · The-club has no live entertainment, The poem is essentially an attempt
into a tenuous reality on stage last with masks and some old standard enduri.rig some dazzling special but one can amuse himself either in to tie memories of relatives into the
Friday night. Mime Jody Scalise, white face routines. The most effects, they do - and the cosmic:
the gameroom, -playing pool or making of chicken soup - a theme
despite' his imaginative program, famous of these pieces is one -of a - spir-itual rebirth that ends the movie
pinball or just enjoying the pleasant that not even the ~lchemy of art can
showed little talent in the art of robot. Here he w ent into the makes the rebirth of Star Trek even
atmosphere in the bar. There is no save. mime or the art of thrilling an
_
_cover charge and the Village Tavern · Overall, however, Ca{liope must be
audience trying tp draw some ,more impressive.audience by his performance in the response. It didn't work.
The original cast has been drawn ~ is open every night. I found the rated a success - with the difCafeteria November 30th. '
together for the movie along with a
service good and the general at- ferences in-style and approach to the
Despite fhe problems ,stemming
mosphere' pleasant. There is a good themes · examin<:d by the writers
Because of the amature nature of few n-ew faces - and the personal
from low attendance,"Scalise's show the whole show, Scalise deserves· ,chJ!mistry that worked so well on the
size color television iq the bar for ·resulting in an interesting, ociacked the professionalism expected in the language of mime - a small screen is evident again on the
those of ~ou who would like to drop casionally very pleasantly surprising
collection.
uf a touring artist.
definite "thumbs down."
Iar_ge screen. This underlying .in to watch your favorite shows.

.

By Biii Winter
At its best, poetry can make one
pau-se an<l <l1'·; !e a.~ the perfect
aptness '' : a phrase, or the
corr.ectness of an observation, or the
brevity 'in which an important idea ·
can be expressed. At its worst,
poetry · makes one laugh at a
strained 111et11phor, or wince at the
discordance of a sound.
Calliope, a magazine of poetry and ·
prose published by the Creative
Writing Department's Literary ·
Magazine class and consisting
entirely of submissions received
from outside contributors, contains

• • • • • • • • ._ • • • • • •
Short Stops
'•
I

• • ·• • • •

.-i~~-E~l~to-n~J~o-h_n_Bo~mb~s-"--~~'
. . . . . . . . . . . . ~,......
.
••••••
----.-~~W-_-o~rt_h_T-he----.-W-a-it~----.-~~
1

The Best
Tavern ..
In Town

Yours Beats

Mime

'
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Hockey·Team·Falls
One Goal Short
,

:

\:/~

'

,

.

/

By Jeffrey Tucker
Th~ RWC Hockey te!fm has .gotten
off to a slow start this year, with a
record of two wins and six losses.
. The Hawks have shown much individual e.ffort. but not much
teamwork--and have fallen short by
only one goal in four of the losses.
The game ·agains{ the University of
Rhode island hockey .club team on
December- . 9 prnved to be yet
another not-quite effort, as the
Hawks fell ju_st short, losing 4 to 3.
Scoring for the l-fawks were Gary
Berg. with an assist by Dave
Wardrip.
Craig
M_cMahon
unassisted. and Dave Keith ; with
the help of Danny Murphy. In goal
for the Hawks was Drew Murphy.
who saved JO shots on net.
On December 8, the Hawks went to
Kenne N.H. to play Hawthorne
College. The Hawks were beaten 5
to I . The lone goal was scored by
Bob- Whiffen on assist form Bob
Lahgelo . -Jn the net t'or RWC was
Drew Murphy who stopped 42 shots
on goal.
Qn Wednesday. December ,5, the
Hawks traveled to · Binneford,
Maine to 1 play New England ,
University. The Hawks - played
tough. but lost a hard-fought game
by one goal. 4 to 3. Scoring for RWC
was Roget: Andrey, with a~sist by
Bob Whiffen and Dave Word rip.
The other two RWC goals were by
Craig Mehalron assisted by Dave
Inman and . Bruc'e IasiciCco, Chip
Bruce. assis ted by TomReitly and
Danny Murphy.
·
On November- ·30. the RWC team
played Connecticut Qollege at their
home rink at Portsmouth Abbey.
The Hawks came out skating,
pushing tc.a mwork . and hitting.hard
to produce a 5 to I victory.
_·
Scoring first (or R WC ~as Da~e
Inman from all assist by Edidie
O ' Brien. Paul King scored two goals
and was assisted on. both by
Bob Langelo and Bob Whitl'en. Also
scoring was Bruce 'ladicco, assisted
by Dave Inman. The final g0al was
by Tom Reilly fro1{1. Gary Berg.
Goalie Drew Murphy st_o pped 42
shots on goal.

" _.

tlGH BLOOD PRESSllE.
Treat it ... and he.

· On November-27,, the team played
Gordon CoH~ge at Portsmou_th. The
Hawks totally out-played the school,
winning the game 8 'to 9. Scoring for
-R WC was Alan Rotatori who scored
2 goals, as did Tom Koch and Dave
Keith . Dave Wardrip and Paul King
also each added one goal a piece.
Roger Andrey played a superb
game adding 4 assists. r ]'he
RWC Jogger line · made up uf Tom
Koch, Dave Keith and · Roger
Andrey played a hard-hitting goalscoring game.
The Hockey
1
Hawks played Bently college at
Portsmouth Abbey on November 20.
Again the team fell short, losing by
orie goal, 5 to 4. Scoring for
RWC was Dave Inman, unassisted.
Tom Reilly scored the third goal on
assist by Dave 111mart and Roger
Andrey. Tom Reilly. scored the- last;
goal with assist by Tom Koch and
Dave Keith.
The hockey team had opened the_
season at home on November 18,
falling short to New Hampshire
College, 6 to 2. Scoring for RWC
was Bruce IadicciccJ with both
goals, _one an unassiste~. and the
other assisted by Craig Voslet.
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NOT QUITE--The RWC hockey team' doesn't seem
. quite able to put It all together this year,. with a 2 and 6

record. However, In this game against Uordon College, \
they emerged victorious, 8-0.

Women Hawks Stand Victoriol{s At 3 and 2
Coming hack strong from a two - offset th!{ powerful Mt. Ida Junior · Hawks include guard Donna are Roger Wilson and M-ark
Pe~erson .
game losing ' streak, the RWC College il! the · Hawks previous Keshura, forward Margret Murphy,
Women Hawks ·overpowered Bristol , game. The Hawks were shut down, guard Darlene Scqields, and forUpcoming games for the, Hawks
Community . College last Friday, 58 to 41, despite a season-high 20 ward Kimberly Tinkham.
include Dean. Junior College on ,
points by Wood. Carberry. also
December 7, defeating them by a
The coach of the team is Andy December 13; Salve Regina . on
contributed 13 points to the Hawks Giandrand~. and team managers December 16; and, Brown Junior
~core of 57 to 47.
, Varsity on January lL
The victory. which followed two losing cause.
ldsses. one to Mt. Ida Junior College
and one to Mitchell Junior College,
The team fared even' worse against
ra!se!l the Hawk_s record to 3-2. The
Mitchell
Junior College the game
teani had won their first two games
I
/
before, losing 80 to 40. High scorer
of the season ·before stalling.
Thursday
Dec. 13
Dean Jr. College
_5:30 ,p.m.
Home
High scorer in the game against for the game was Flanagan with ·17
Sunday
Dec.
16
Salve
Regina
2:00
p.m.
Away
points
and
Carberry
with
10
points.
Bristol Community College ·was
In their second ·game of the se~on,
Friday
Jan. 11
Brown Jr. Vars i ty
4:00 p.m.
·Away
forward Bridget Flanagan, who
Thursday
pumped in 22 points. Following the Hawks . blitzed an unsuspecting
Jan·. 17
St. Joseph's
6:00 P-~·
Away
Flanagan was center Pat Ca.r berry MIT, .64 to 49. Leading scorer was
Tuesday
Jan . 22
Univ.
of,
New
Haven
8:00
p.m.
Home
with 12 points. Terry Wood, who is Fla·nagan with 23 points, followed
Sunday
' Jan. 27
Johnson State
·3:00 p.m.
Away ·
averaging five assists per game, led by' Wood with 13, and Lise 1rottier J
with 10. ·
Monday
Jan
.
28
Hawthorne
5:00
p.m.
Away
the team last Friday with 12.
Wednesday
Jan. 30
Conn. Co ll~ge ,
7:30 p.m.
Away
Leading rebounder was Bridget
Flanagan .
In their first game of the season,
Friday
Feb.
Salve Regina
7:00 p.m. , Home
The team· credits its winning the ~awks dismantled Annhurst
Monday
Feb. 4
Curry College
5: 30 p.m .
Home
season th us far to a variation of last Colle·ge by 28 points; 79 to 51.
Friday
Feb.
8
Barr ~gton Coll~ge
5:30
P
_;.
m
.
Home
year's defense. and a better Carberry led. all ·scorers wifh 26
Saturday
Feb. 16
Coast Guard Academ~ 11 :45 a.m. Home
organized offense.
points, followed; by Flanaga1f with
Thursday
20, and Dee Dee l:,,igouri with 13.
Feb. 21
, However, neither the improved
Rhode Island Colleg ~ 5:00 p.m.
Home
Other m ~mbers of the women
9ffense or defense -was enough ~o
Saturday
Feb. 23
Bryant College
\ 6:00 p.m ,
Away

Women's, Basketball Schedule

..

Hockey SChedule
Sun<!lay'

cec ; 16

Quinnipac

8:00

Away

Tuesday

Jan. -29

Fitchburg State

e:oo

Hare

Sunday

Feb. 3

Hawthorn ,

5:00

Ha!E
·I
.

Tuesday

Feb. 5

Iona

-

8:00

HrnE

Sunday

Feb. 10

N. E.

Univei;-sity

5:00

Hare

1-'onday

Feb. 11

Clark

7:45

Sunday

Feb. 17

Cuny

5:00

Hare ·

Tuesday

Feb. 19

Plyrrouth State

4:45

Away

\·ectnesday Feb. 20

, Sunday

Feb. 24

New

Harrpshi~

7:30

Clark
/

~

\

S:OO

683-0621

!'May
Hare

.

.
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There are only a ljmited amount left, so get
yours now. Cost: $10~ The Year.book Office is
located iii the Student Senate Office. -Hours are: :

•

1·

<

\

.,..MWF - 12-1, 2-3
Tfh - l2:30-2:00
The

~979/80

•

Yearbook will cost $8 .
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Hawks StillStfuggling To Prill It All Together

• Tomassetti began taking control of . Roger
Williams played on
the game. His soft touch left him D~cember 8th the much improved
On November 28th the Roger with 17 halftime points to give the Johnson State Indians. Johnson St.
Williams Hawks took the court Warriors a. 37-29 tead . Tom won 69-63.
against or_ie of Division 3's top teams Beaucage, meanwhile, added seven
Right from the beginning thingsthe
Rhode Island College to help the R.W.C. cause:
wenf badly for the Hawks .. Their
Barrington did · n,ot let up in the leading scorer ·and rebounder, Ed
Anchorman. The' Hawks lost 97-75
in ,th.is _ flr~t round , game of the 2nd half. '!omassetti was once again Ra.ndolph, arrived-late for the game.
·Bariingtop Tournament. ·
deadly from the field and no Hawk The coac\ling staff · disciplined .
Rh.~~ ;,:Island · jumped out to a . defender could "stop _him. With Randolph, and .9id not allow him to
quick ·14-4 lead as they displayed a 12:33 left.in the game, the Warriors see any action in the first halt.
well oiled, fast . brellking machine. mounted their biggest lead, a 6o-37 . Johnson St. started out quickly and
All R.I.C.'s points were made by co- score. The Hawks tried to come · built up a 30-10 lead with six
captains John Uina (6) , and Skip back but wourid up on the short end
minutes to go in the half. O'Dell
Lasane (8) at this pofot.
of a 21 point decision.
Walter, the 6'6'. ' leaping center of
Tomassetti set a personal career Johnson _St., was controlling both
Throughout the remainder of the
1st h~lf, botlf teams w~re playing to high witfi -38 points. Shawn Smith boards. This , coupled with a ·
a virtuat standoff. At halftime the and Ernie Madden had 15 and 12 hungry, aggressive Indian defense
o w. c . 28. / Warrior tallies. score was ·RIC
.. . . 42-an.d ,n.
and some timely shooting, gave the
Wayne :Montague wjis high man for
Leonard Washington, wno was visitors a 41-23 halftime lead.
Rhode Jslarid with 12 points. Roger · held scorel_ess in the 1st half due to .· The Hawks played an entirely .
Williams -was paced - b'y c;aptain foul trouble, led Roger Williams .different game in the 2nd half. They
Tony Gibbs with 10 and Leonard with 14 points. Beaucage and .Ed •came out and played in a fiery
Washington with·eight. ·
Randolph also reached double
manner ; as they slowly started to
The 2nd half saw the tall, quick figures· with 11 and 10 points · ·r.educe the Indians lead. Once
Anchormen jump out .and extend respectwely. ,.,_
R. W .C. ran off 10 straight points to
their lead to a 60-40-mark with-a. The Hawks returned home on cut the lead to 58-51 with . six
minutes left in the game. A victory
little more than 12 minutes left in December 6th to St. Andrews and
seemed a definite possibility.
t~e g~me. But the H~w~s r.efused to _ with the 'home court ~dvantage,
gtve tn,. In one stretch a basket ~y tough team play and a strong 33 ~ The defense dug in arid. scrapped "
Gibbs, a three p,oint play · by Ed point effort from Sophomore for foose balls while causing tur- ·
novers. Randolph h_ad neutralized
Randolph and a free thr?w by Bob standout Ed Raridolph, R.W.C.
. Sweeney cut the lead to 70-59.
captured an 88-68 · victory - over Walter on the boards and with 2:14
With a little over five minutes 'to go . Hawthorne.
1eft in the game Johnson St. held a
1
...-in the game, Gibbs suffered a bad · At the-start of the game both teams - slim 64-61 lead.
But while trying to get the ball
fiber pull and ·will- be lost for the played to a virtual'standoff. Midway
remaining five gam~s of their. through the first half the score was back, the Hawks started committing
December schedule. With 4:06 left deadlocked' !lt 19. But . Roger costly fouls. Three free throws from
and the score 79-71, W~~hington Williams then preceeded to run off Dave Meade and two more. from
PUMPING IN THE POINTS--Ed Randolph sho.ws the form that has led
fouled out of the game. Now the eight straight points from baskets by their other co-captain Greg
him to score 43 points In the Hawk's game against W~estem New
larger· Anchormen took control of Randol-pl)° ·. John Korn, Tom JanlC.owski in nervous, ~ntical
_ Englan_d <.
·
·
the boards and the game as they Beaucage, along wi'th a one handed situations gave the Indians a tough
1
finished with 23 points at halftime.
Bears led 88-69. Only a determined
coasted to a 20 po'int win.
·
slam dunk by Randolph that ga,ve six point win.
Western New. England, however, · effort by the Hawks reduced 1he
Bob _Balinski .was the high scorer
Lima was-R.I:C.'s high scorer with the Hawks a 27-19 advantage.
28 points. Lasane added 20 while . Hawthorne, however, called a time for John-son St. wit':l 19 - points. was · paced by two hot shooters of lead to a 10 point final differential.
Randolph
was · spect-acular
Montague and Chris Ward tallied oi.tt and stop'ped the momentum of . Meade added 13 while Eric Watson their own. Marc Rosenberg, one of
_
'
their tri-captains, scored 16 1st half throughout the whole game. His 43
16 and 13.
the home team. 'But the Hawks had 12.
Roger _Williams placed three men points while teammate Mark Moser points was his personal high as well
Roger Wiiiiams was led by Captain' fought back again to capture a 38in double figu_res. Randolph and contributed 15 to the cau'se: So the •as being by far the highest tally of_
- Gibbs ~ with 20 points. Randolph 32 halftime lead.
with 16 and Washington ·with 13
Playing patient basketball, the Tom Beaucage both finished with 14 · halftime score was Western New _any Hawk playe! this year. Leonard
Wa5hington and John Horgan als.o
also reached double figures.
·
Hawks began ·to execute their plays points:. Leonard Washington added England 54, Roger Williams 40.
The following -night the l{awks -very s~oothly. With just under 11 12 to the Hawk £ause.
The battle continued in the 2nd had 12 each;
took· the court - agaif!st the minutesto go in the game, R.W.C.- D_espite an 'a"'.esome dispi~y of 43
half. Roger Williams- chipped away
The Bears were led by Moser and
Barrington College Warriors in the
built up a 57-41 Iead. From here. on. "points and 16 rebounds from 6'5"
at the lead and cut it down to-56.:46. Rosenberg with is and -22 points ..
consolation game of the .tourRoger -Williams took-control of Sophomore forward Ed Randolph,
But the balanc~ scoring and team Tom Dobianski, Tom Curran_ and
nament. R.W.C. lost 82-61.
·
- the boards and- tile game. They the Hawks suffered a tough 92-82
depth of the Bears proved too much " Jose Rodriques had 13, 11 and 10
_Barrington stunned the Hawks in coasted to a 20 point win.
· ·
for the Hawks. With just under · for their team.
setback to the talented Western.New
the opening minutes as theyjumpoo
Randolph led the Hawks with 33 England Bears in Springfleld,
out to·a 14-4 lead while playing slow,
points. ·Beaucage . had 15 while Massachusetts.
deliberate basketball.' Meanwhile, Eugene ~i::halecame off the bench ~ The Bears zone defense and their
·
Roger Williams was too impatient to score l l.
fast. breaking brand of basketball
. OJ! offense. The resultwa a num.ber
Hawthorne was. Jed by Joe - Gras~o caught R. W.C. by surpri5e as they
of careless, turyiovers.
with ·22. Bob Witts and Ted Johnson jumped out to a 20- 7 lead. But the
. As the · 1st · half progressed, also reached double figures with 21 Hawks · under the leadership of
I
Harrington's Seniar Captain Larry and 19.
The second ·.round of the . playoffs
Rapdolph would not give up. He
T.he intramural football season mat_ched units two and four agains~
~ended with a bang this y.ear, -with
the Bristol-Motor Lodge, Units twci
.
.
.
unifs . two and four defealing the and four ended upwinning, 6 to 0.
·four:th floor, 14 to 0, -for the ~e~myhile,,the fo~rth;tloor played a
champfonship.
great game agai'nst'the t9ugli second <The game 'Vas a classic- crowd floor atld unit one le_!im. beating
pleaser matching Don Ul\lig's
. them 20 to 0.
By Bernie Cunniff
Various . problelJls have hurt the
execute the plays right if you try powerful Units two and four offense
against Doug Gingerella'a fourth
hard" said Randolph ..
Hawks in the early part_ofthis year
but one of them wasn't the play of
"The firsl two or three games hav~ floor crusher defence. In this ·
6'5" Sophomore forward Ed
been- tough for us because we lack particular game, the offense proved
Randolph. In .his _first four games
experience. But there's a great deal to be the key to victory, with· units 2
'~Q.
,
<Economics
he has averaged 25,5 including
of team spirit this year. Coming off and 4 scoring their shut-out win.
~
J 10!tR'' [
The two teams met in the
losing after our first three games
games of 43 and f33 points against .
Western
New/-England
and
, , may have been hurting the team championship game after the
Southern League ended the season
Hawthorne.
;
_
spirit a little."
· ~eing
one oL only three
_The sophomor.e forward . thinks , with the second floor and unit one in
things will improve with experience . . first place with records of four wfos
players returning from last year's
1
True False
' 1 know more or less what I have and one loss. Next was unit two and
squad has caused sorne a.dded
0 .D (1.)U.S. coal reserves
responsibility for Randolph to
to do for us to win. Now our team is four, with a three and one record.
are the world"s largest.
perform. This coupled with the fact
starting to- understand what their Bringing up the rear was.the fourth
D D (2.)Today. the U.S.
floor, two and two; the first floor .
that Capta,in Tony GJ!>bs has been
roles are."
ranks third in international trade._
out since the opening game with a
_ Tea·m play and winning are two of · and unit two, one and three; and the
A special booklet on our
·
ft_!>:r pull, added greater pressure on
~ the1rilain things Ed Randolph stands fifth floor, zero and four.
American Economic System
In the Northern League the Bristol
~ for. He modestly tried to downplay
this--young ·forward to carry the
can help you improve your E.Q.
scoring load ·while leading the team.
<e, his spectactlar,-43 point 16 rebound Motor Lodge ended up on th~ top of
For·your free copy. write
!J:!e heap followed by Almeida
He not only.met thi-: challenge but
~ effort against Western New
'"Economics~ Pueblo, Colorado
81009.
•
has exceeded all expectations. His
~-- England. "I don't really feel I 'third floor, Nike, and units 10 and
ANSWERS: (lSJ!:J).:f2'. J."i
play could be described in one word':; played that well. I wo~ld gladly have ceight.
In the first round of<the playoffs
outstanding~
_
o - sacrificed those points to have won."
The American
the fourth floor beat Almeida, 8
"Since Tony ' '(Gibbs) has been__·players--.in the."right set of-mind. A
If the Hawks follow the examples
Economic System.
gone I've had to take over some ot gr~at <!ea! of winning depends on of Mr~ Randolph's hard .uns~lfis,h · O; units two and four defeated the
w. sholAd al i.am- abcM ii. .
third floor 6 to 0, and the · second.
the leadership both on and off the executing the plays correctly~ I told . play their future looks- most
floor and unit one, and the Lodge
-.
court. I've been trying to get the - them (his team mm ates) that you can promising.
received byes.

By Bernie Cunniff
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Units 2 ·& 4
Fake -Football Finals

·' ···SpOrts Profi:le: ·Makiilg The Shots

DO 10llt KIDS
HAVE AHIGHER.
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